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Message from Dean of School

22nd PolyU Congregation (SHTM)

DEAN’S MESSAGE

Ready to Grasp

New Opportunities

At the heart of everything we do at
the SHTM is acknowledgement of
the responsibility we have to continue
leading hospitality and tourism
education. As we report in this issue,
our commitment was certainly on
show at the 22nd PolyU Congregation
(SHTM) in November as a new cohort
of graduates joined the swelling ranks
of the School’s alumni network. The
ceremony also featured the naming
of Mr Jason Wong, General Manager
of Hong Thai Travel Services, as the
SHTM Outstanding Alumni 2016. His
reflections are also recorded in these
pages.
Further afield, October was a very
busy month for us in mainland China,
with the School co-organising four
conferences. This issue provides
highlights of the 10th China Tourism
Forum in Nanjing, the UNWTO/
PATA Forum on Tourism Trends and
Outlook in Guilin, the 35th Annual
ISTTE Conference in Hangzhou and
the 2016 International Smart Tourism
Conference, again in Hangzhou.

Graduation is a step into the future
with confidence. Looking out at his
peers during the first session of the
22nd PolyU Congregation (SHTM) on
7 November, session valedictorian Mr
Benjamin Kot, who had just received
his Bachelor of Science (BSc) in Hotel
Management with First Class Honours,
captured this nicely. “I see hundreds
of determined faces”, he said, “which
assure me that you’re ready to rise up
and embrace the challenges of a new
generation of opportunity”.

Also covered are recent accolades
for and activities at Hotel ICON, the
School’s world-renowned teaching and
research hotel, and the inspirational
message that Ms Suphajee Suthumpun,
Group CEO of the Dusit International,
delivered to students and staff in
her Dean’s Distinguished Lecture in
September.
Elsewhere in the issue we highlight
what drives our exceptional graduates,
the innovative online courses the
School is now offering through the edX
platform, the latest research findings
from our world-leading scholars and
our ever-evolving food and beverage
activities, among other areas. To lead
its field the School needs to constantly
adapt, and that is one of our core
skills. H
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Professor Kaye Chon
Dean and Chair Professor
Walter Kwok Foundation Professor in International Hospitality Management
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

W ith 8 Doctor of Philosophy
(Ph.D.), 17 Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management (D.HTM), 3 Executive
Masters, 139 Master of Science (MSc),
480 Bachelor of Science (BSc), 51
Bachelor of Arts (BA) and 61 Higher
Diploma graduates receiving awards
this year, an eagerness to grasp new
opportunities was certainly in the air.
The Congregation took place over
three sessions, each commencing with
a lively procession of students and

staff to the Hong Kong Jockey Club
Auditorium.
Aside from the presentation of
degrees, the first session saw the
award for the Best BSc Honours
Thesis 2015/16 go to Miss Au-Yeung
Sing Lee for her thesis entitled “The
Antecedents of Brand Prestige in
Affordable Luxury Hotels”. Attention
then turned to session guest of
honour, Mr Craig Smith, President
and Managing Director, Asia Pacific
of Marriott International, who
delighted the audience with humorous
recollections of his career. More
seriously, he also spoke about how
leaders come in many shapes and sizes
and they all need to discover their
own management styles. Yet, he said,
he could offer the graduates three
guiding principles drawn from 28 years
of experience: never be too proud to
learn from others, learn by measuring
and “learn about yourself and how to
grow your emotional intelligence”.
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22nd PolyU Congregation (SHTM)

Leading Alumni in a Global Society

Complementing Mr Smith’s
comments was Benjamin Kot’s
valedictory observation that
“hospitality is no small attitude.
It promotes the quality of our
society”, a perspective he linked
to the SHTM’s efforts in nurturing
him. The session then reached its
finale with the presentation of the
Outstanding PolyU SHTM Alumni
Award 2016 to Mr Jason Wong,
Director and General Manager of
Hong Thai Travel Services.

Looking
Ahead
The first afternoon featured guest
of honour Mr Michael Li, Executive
Director of the Federation of Hong
Kong Hotel Owners, who gave
graduates an overview of the
challenges facing the industry they
were about to join. He highlighted

Mr Benjamin Kot
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entitled “Assessing the Airfare
Pricing Strategies on the Online
Market: A Case Study of Cathay
Pacific Airways”. Miss Angel Meng,
a graduate from the BSc in Hotel
Management programme with First
Class Honours, received the SHTM
Student of the Year Award 2015/16.
Session valedictorian Miss Winnie
Lau, who graduated from the BSc in
Tourism Management programme,
then spoke about how the School
had transformed her into a wellrounded young leader who could
“face my truest self head-on”. She
explained how an exchange to
Finland, an internship at the Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition
Centre, and membership of a major
conference organising committee
had pushed her toward exploring
her potential.
The final session then featured
words of wisdom from guest of
honour Mr James Lu, Executive
Director of the Hong Kong Hotels

D.HTM Thesis Award 2015/16 to
Dr Cherapanukorn Vimolboon for
her thesis entitled “Antecedents
and Consequences of eCRM
Success: A Case Study of the
Hospitality Industry in Thailand”.
Session valedictorian Miss Yuki
Chan, who graduated from the BSc
in Hotel Management programme,
rounded out the session with her
thoughts on how the School had
enabled the graduates to “become
well-mannered and presentable
young professionals”. Hospitality,
she said, “is not just about hotels
and travel agents, but it extends to
cover all businesses and sectors.
Service has become a necessity.
Opportunities for hospitality
students are endless”.

Association, who asked graduates
not to see their careers as jobs alone
but “as a way of life”. They would
need energy, expertise and passion,
and should always remember that
“service is about giving”, often
selflessly, but is also an honour.

Following the presentation of
degrees, the Best MSc Dissertation
Award 2015/16 went to Miss
Lee Yun Eui, a graduate from
the MSc in International Tourism
and Convention Management
programme, for her dissertation

Other session highlights included
the presentation of the Best Ph.D.
Thesis Award 2015/16 to Dr Ibrahim
Mohammed for his thesis entitled
“An Analysis of Online Pricing
Behaviour of Hotels in Hong Kong”,
and the presentation of the Best

Challenge

They are indeed, and the School
is confident that the Class of
2015/16 will make the most of those
opportunities around the world. H

Miss Winnie Lau

the drop in arrivals from mainland
China as a particular concern,
and that Hong Kong “needs to
maintain its competitive edge and
sustainability by improving visitor
mix and quality from regional to
international markets”.

Rising
to the

Miss Yuki Chan

Professor Brian King, SHTM Associate
Dean (left), with SHTM Outstanding
Alumni 2016 Mr Jason Wong

Adapting to change is a critical
skill for new entrants into the
tourism industry, according to 2016
SHTM Outstanding Alumni Award
recipient Mr Jason Wong. Speaking
d i re c t l y t o f re s h g r a d u a t e s ’
concerns about their future careers
at the 22nd PolyU Congregation
(SHTM) on 7 November, Mr Wong
highlighted the importance of
meeting the many, and sometimes
surprising, challenges that the
industry brings.
Mr Wong is certainly in a position
to well understand the industry’s
many ups and downs. Director
and General Manager of Hong
Thai Travel Services, he is also
Chairman of the Hong Kong Travel
Industry Council, member of the
Tourism Strategy Group and Cruise
Industry Advisory Committee of the
Tourism Commission, member of
the Ocean Park Corporation Board
and member of the SHTM Industry
Advisory Committee.

A 2 0 0 3 g r a d u a t e f ro m t h e
School’s Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
in Hotel, Catering and Tourism
Management programme, Mr
Wong explained that he entered
the job market at a time of great
economic difficulty in Hong Kong,
during the SARS crisis. He joined
Hong Thai when few people were
travelling, and the company had to
think of ways to adapt. Traditionally
it had focused on outbound travel
business, but it started offering
inbound travel products for local
customers. This was “a new
challenge, but a very good start”,
Mr Wong said. Just as importantly
it helped boost staff morale and
played a role in drawing the Hong
Kong community back together.

equipped and be well prepared.”
He went on to explain that he
took every opportunity to attend
trade functions once he left the
School, and has since invited SHTM
students to them, because “only
by being part of the trade will you
know how the trade works”.
Reminding the graduates to join
the SHTM Alumni Association to
benefit from experience sharing
and networking, Mr Wong wished
them every success in the future.
The School offers its most sincere
appreciation to Mr Wong for his
inspiring words, and congratulates
h i m f o r re c e i v i n g t h e S H T M
Outstanding Alumni Award for
2016. H

Relating his experience to the
graduates in the audience, Mr
Wong said “when there is a crisis,
it always comes with opportunities.
How you grab opportunities is up
to you – you had better be well
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Mainland China Conferences

Mainland China Conferences

Forum was officially opened by
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean
and Walter Kwok Foundation
Professor in International Hospitality
Management, and Professor Zhou
Chunlin, President of the Nanjing
Institute of Tourism and Hospitality
(NITH).
Dean Chon remarked that tourism
development in China has great
prospects, with what he called
‘hardware’ such as infrastructure
already well established. The key
now was to improve the ‘software’
by developing human capital and
nurturing quality professionals. The
Forum would address that concern,
he said, and the industry would
need to be vigilant about it in the
future.
Professor Zhou added that the
Forum was a way in which his
institute could interact with similar
schools around the world, providing
an international perspective for local
scholars. With greater international
exposure, he explained, NITH could
work more effectively to improve
tourism development in Jiangsu
province.

Following the opening ceremony,
Plenary Session I featured Professor
Dr Wolfgang Georg Arlt, Director
of the China Outbound Tourism
Research Institute, who spoke on
“China Outbound Tourism from
a European Perspective” and
Ms Christine Liu, STR’s Country
Manager for China, who delivered
a “China Hotel Industry Overview”.
Dr Tony Tse, Professor of Practice
at the SHTM, then chaired Plenary
Session II on “Careers in Hospitality
and Tourism: Perspectives from
Young Professionals”, presented by
graduates of both the SHTM and
the Nanjing Institute of Tourism and
Hospitality.

On the second day, Professor
Cathy Hsu, SHTM Chair Professor,
chaired Plenary Session III,
“Roundtable with Students in
Hospitality and Tourism”. Plenary

Session IV, “General Issues and
Future Trends of China’s Tourism
and Hospitality Industry”, was
moderated by Dr Qu Xiao, SHTM
Associate Professor, and featured
such luminaries as Professor Levent
Altinay from the Oxford School of
Hospitality Management at Oxford
Brookes University; Professor Billy
Bai, Associate Dean for Research
and Graduate Studies at the
William F. Harrah College of Hotel
Administration, University of Nevada
at Las Vegas; Mr Wolfgang Chen,
President of Jinling Hotels and
Resorts; and Dr Nicholas Thomas,
Assistant Professor and Director of
the J. Willard and Alice S. Marriott
Foundation Center for Student
Development and Engagement
at the School of Hospitality
Leadership, DePaul University. Also
featuring over the two days were
four concurrent paper sessions.
The SHTM is delighted to have
organised the forum as a vital part
of its ongoing efforts to support
sustainable tourism development
in China.

Conferences Provide
Vital Support
With China rapidly rising to
prominence as an international
tourism destination, the School
is more than ever eager to work
with mainland partners and
international organisations to
ensure that the country’s hospitality
and tourism industry has the best
possible guidance. October was
an exceptionally busy time in that
regard, with the School co-hosting
the 10th China Tourism Forum in
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Nanjing, collaborating in the World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO)/
Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA)
Forum on Tourism Trends and
Outlook in Guilin, organising the
35th Annual International Society of
Travel and Tourism Educators (ISTTE)
Conference in Hangzhou and coorganising the 2016 International
Smart Tourism Conference, also in
Hangzhou.

The wide-ranging efforts got
underway on 8-10 October with
the SHTM cooperating with the
Nanjing Institute of Tourism and
Hospitality to host the 10th China
Tourism Forum, a key platform for
the discussion of current issues and
trends in and new strategies related
to tourism development in the
country. Attracting tourism policy
makers, industry leaders, academics,
researchers and students, the
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event with welcoming
remarks. Dean Chon
a n d t h e S H T M ’s
Professor Cathy Hsu
then spoke in General
Session 1, which was
themed “Developing
Tr e n d s i n G l o b a l
Tourism Industry and
Education”.

The Forum featured keynote
speeches by Ms Pansy Ho, ViceChairman and Secretary General
of the Global Tourism Economic
Forum, who spoke on “Sustainable
Tourism Development through
Transformation”, and Mr Tony
Wheeler, founder of travel publisher
Lonely Planet, who described “My
Travels in China and Asia – Looking
Back Over 50 Years and Forward
into the Future”. Seven panel
sessions further provided platforms
for in-depth discussion.
Dr Taleb Rifai delivering his opening remarks

Focus on
Sustainability
Attention turned to Guilin in the
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
Region later in the month with
the staging of the 10th UNWTO/
PATA Forum on Tourism Trends and
Outlook on 20-22 October.
Organised by the UNWTO in
collaboration with the SHTM,
the event took the theme
“Tourism 10:10 - Looking Back
to Look Forward”, emphasising
the opportunities on hand to
review the Forum’s last ten
years as the basis of projecting
the way ahead for the next
ten. Government officials,
NGO representatives, industry
practitioners and academics
gathered to consider the many
paths to sustainable tourism
development, and to develop
related research agendas and
practical strategies.
O ff i c i a t i n g a t t h e F o r u m ’s
opening ceremony were Mr Zhou
Jiabin, Mayor of Guilin, Mr Zhao
Leqin, Chairman of the Guilin
Municipal People’s Congress and
Municipal Party Secretary, Dean
Chon of the SHTM, Dr Mario
Hardy, CEO of PATA, and Dr Taleb
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Rifai, UNWTO Secretary General
and SHTM Adjunct Professor. Dr
Hardy explained that stakeholders
gathered at the Forum to “discuss
new concepts for boosting industry
development”.
Dr Rifai went on to comment that
“tourism is a strong contributor to
poverty alleviation as recognised
by the Sustainable Development
Goals”. He noted that the Forum
was a fitting occasion on which
to remind participants that “the
g o v e r n m e n t o f t h e P e o p l e ’s

Dean Chon moderated the
first panel, on “Looking Back a
Decade”, after which PATA CEO Dr
Hardy moderated a session on “The
Future of Tourism”. Mr John Kester,
Director of the Tourism Market
Trends Programme at the UNWTO,
moderated the third session on
“Sustainable Development through
Tourism”. At the fourth session
on “Trends and Outlook 20162017”, moderated by Mr Xu Jing,
the UNWTO’s Executive Secretary
and Regional Director for Asia and
the Pacific, Professor Haiyan Song,
SHTM Associate Dean, spoke
about “Tourism Trends and
Emerging Issues”.

Following a session on
“Travolution through Innovation”
moderated by Mr Duncan
Horton, CEO of the Travel
Weekly Group, Dr Honggen
Xiao, SHTM Associate Professor,
SHTM student Ms Kristina Braun (right) moderated the sixth session
participates in the panel discussion
on “Tomorrow’s Professionals:
Opportunities and Challenges
Republic of China has prioritised for the Coming Decade”. Professor
this sector as a tool to lift 17% of the Song moderated the final session
country’s impoverished population on “Inclusive Tourism and Poverty
Alleviation in Guilin”, and then
out of poverty by 2020”.
joined the UNWTO’s Mr Xu, PATA’s
Given that ambitious context, Dr Hardy and Ms Chen Lihua,
tourism trends, changes in travel Vice Mayor of Guilin, in delivering
behaviour and booking patterns closing remarks.
and sustainability related practices
applied to the sector were some of
As both a UNWTO Affiliate
the themes addressed throughout Member and a world-leading
the Forum. Also considered was hospitality and tourism school,
the inclusiveness of tourism, a topic the SHTM is enthusiastic about
extending its decade-long
widely advocated by the UNWTO.

commitment to the Forum and
looks forward to returning to Guilin
later this year.

Education
and
Innovation
Shifting focus to Hangzhou in
Zhejiang province earlier in the
month, the School organised the
35th Annual ISTTE Conference
on 12-14 October in cooperation
with the School of Management at
Zhejiang University and the Tourism
College of Zhejiang. Themed
“Global Strategies in Tourism
and Hospitality Education”, the
conference provided opportunities
for delegates to exchange findings
and ideas related to educational
best practices.

Professor Hanqin
Qiu of the SHTM
spoke in second
session, themed
“Changing Education
Landscape in a Digital
World: Innovation,
Development and Implication”,
and chaired Roundtable 1 on
“Collaboration on Bilingual
Textbook Series Development”,
at which Drs Alice Hon, Kam
Hung, Mimi Li and Henry Tsai
of the SHTM presented papers.
Professor Hsu chaired General
Session 3 on “Quality Assurance
for Higher Education”. These and
other sessions, plus workshops on
making the classroom come alive
and experiential tourism education,
made for a very fruitful conference.
Later in the month, the School’s
attention turned to the interface
of technology and tourism when it
co-organised the 2nd International
Smart Tourism Conference, held
on 23-24 October, along with the
Zhejiang Provincial Tourism Bureau,

Zhejiang University and the China
Association of National Parks and
Scenic Sites, and in collaboration
with the UNWTO and PATA. Held
at the InterContinental Hangzhou,
the conference took the theme
“Charting a New Course of Smart
Tourism”.
Leading industry executives,
academics and government officials
in the areas of e-tourism, Internet
development and investment in
smart tourism gathered at the
conference to discuss topics such
as information technologies and
their applications to tourism,
social media and tourism, tourism
p ro d u c t i n n o v a t i o n , t o u r i s m
Internet investment and the sharing
economy. The SHTM’s Professor
Haiyan Song gave opening
remarks, delivered a keynote
address and moderated one of
the panel sessions. Professor Rob
Law and Dr Dan Wang delivered
keynote addresses, and Dr Mimi Li
moderated a panel session.
With over 1,000 delegates in
attendance, the conference proved
to be a resounding success. Indeed,
all four conferences made significant
contributions to advancing tourism
development in China, one of the
SHTM’s major goals. H

2nd International Smart Tourism
Conference opening ceremony

Gathering at the Dragon Hotel
in Hangzhou, delegates attended
a series of general and concurrent
sessions, roundtables and focused
workshops. The SHTM’s Dean Chon
and Professor Wu Xiabo, Executive
Dean and Director of the National
Institute for Innovation Management
at Zhejiang University, kicked off the
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Hotel ICON

Dean’s Distinguished Lecture

Learning Lab for the

New Millennium
distribution forces reshaping
the sector.

There can be no higher praise for
Hotel ICON – the School’s teaching
and research hotel – than it being
labelled a world-leading ‘learning
laboratory’ for the hospitality sector.
And that is exactly the term used
recently in a review of the hotel on
SKIFT, the largest online hospitality
sector intelligence platform. At
the centre of the SHTM’s unique
educational model, the hotel is
deliberately placed on the cutting
edge of hospitality innovation,
whether as an outstanding top-tier
establishment or as a facilitator of
initiatives set to advance the sector.
Take, for instance, the hotel’s Ways
to Wow video, which has featured
on multiple media platfor ms
recently. The video follows one
of Hotel ICON’s guests for a day,
showing how the hotel generates
special moments and creates
memories through a colourful,
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dynamic and above all visually
compelling tour of the property.
Fittingly, in September last year
the video received the Pacific Asia
Travel Association (PATA) Gold
Award 2016 in the hotel marketing
category at PATA Travel Mart 2016
in Jakarta, Indonesia. PATA CEO
Mario Hardy praised the overall
standard of entries in the category,
and mentioned that “the judges
were most impressed with the
quality of the Hotel ICON entry”.

Kicking off with a keynote
address from Duetto
CEO Patrick Bosworth
entitled “Break the
Cycle and Win the Next
Downturn with Revenue
Strategy”, the Forum
featured practical revenue
management workshops
and various sessions on
related topics. Speaking
at a general session on
“Digital Disruption and
the Intensified Battle for
Bookings” was Hotel ICON
General Manager and
SHTM Adjunct Associate
Professor Richard Hatter.
With a host of sector luminaries in
attendance, the Forum reinforced
the hotel’s role as a facilitator of
knowledge exchange and a driving
force in the development of the
hospitality and tourism industry.
The School is delighted with Hotel
ICON’s maturing role as a true
learning laboratory for the new
millennium. H

Dean’s
Distinguished
Lecture

The Courage
to Achieve
Not all vocational progression is
in a straight line. Reflecting on the
winding path of her career over
more than 30 years, Ms Suphajee
Suthumpun, Group Chief Executive
Officer of Dusit International,
explained to students and staff
attending her Dean’s Distinguished
Lecture on Welcoming Day last
September that she had needed to
adapt to changing circumstances
for many years. But now in the
second half of her impressive
career, she said, “I have a very clear
goal of what I want to achieve”.

M s S u t h u m p u n ’s m e s s a g e
to students about to start their
educational journeys at the SHTM
was clear: “you have to be bold
and develop yourself and have
courage to move on and take on
your passion”. That is certainly what
she did herself, shifting from an
initial sales job with IBM Thailand
after completing her education
to a management position within
two years, followed by serving as
Country General Manager, one of
only three female IBM employees
in the world then doing so. A move
to the US and inevitable cultural
adaptation saw her eventually
rise to General Manager of IBM
ASEAN’s Global Technology
Services Division.
Ms Suthumpun explained that she
then returned to Thailand wanting
to help develop the country’s
skillsets and people, first as CEO of
a satellite communications operator
and then as Group CEO of Dusit
International so she could “bring
Thai hospitality to the world”.
She pointed out that with tourism
generating 10% of world GDP, the
students in the audience would

Also in September, the hotel
organised the second Revenue
Strategy Forum Hong Kong in
collaboration with Duetto, a
leading provider of online revenue
management solutions. Held at
Hotel ICON on the 22nd of the
month, the Forum drew together
hospitality thought leaders and
practitioners to examine the
Ms Suphajee Suthumpun

have every opportunity to find
equally fulfilling vocations.
Excellence in hospitality, Ms
Suthumpun said, involves the
combined use of the head, hands
and heart. The SHTM would groom
students with knowledge and
skills that correspond to the head
and hands, but “the heart, that
is something that you have to do
yourself”.
Linking the heart to a passion
for a vocation, Ms Suthumpun
explained that it would provide
“the last five percent that will make
you different than the rest”. Both
the students and staff in the very
appreciative audience certainly
took heed of these words, which
are indeed a recipe for success. The
School thanks Ms Suthumpun for a
lively and truly inspiring lecture. H
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Executive Development Programmes

Advancing industry development
is one of the SHTM’s key tasks,
and our Executive Development
Programmes respond precisely
to hospitality and tourism needs.
Recent months have seen the
staging of the annual Hong Kong
PolyU Winter School for hospitality

Executive Development Programmes

School’s premises, the programme
featured six in-depth modules, each
spanning two days.
The first module, led by Professor
Denis Morisset of the ESSEC
Business School, focused on luxury
management in hospitality, with the

Professor, and Dr Iis Tussyadiah,
Associate Clinical Professor at the
School of Hospitality Business
Management at Washington State
University in Vancouver, leading
participants through the use of
mobile technology and social media
as an innovation strategy in the

Hitting the
Mark with
Executive
Education and
Short Courses
executives, Certified Hospitality
Educator (CHE) workshops for
aspiring and established teachers,
and a range of other development
programmes that have catered ably
to industry demand in both Hong
Kong and around the region.

Highly
Interactive
Winter
School
Held over two weeks from 5 to
17 December, the Hong Kong
PolyU Winter School, the SHTM’s
flagship Executive Development
Programme, allowed a range of
senior hospitality executives to
interact with leading educators
and practitioners. Delivered on the

12

second module, led by Ms Jeannie
Cho Lee, SHTM Professor of Practice
(Wine), introducing participants to
ways in which they could increase
revenue through food and wine
pairing. Professor Brain King, SHTM
Associate Dean, then teamed
up with Ms Judy Hou, Managing
Director of the Emirates Academy
of Hospitality Management, to
engage participants in a module on
managing organisational changes.
Kicking off the second week was
a module led by Dr Qu Xiao, SHTM
Associate Professor, and Mr Kavin
C. Bloomer, Executive Director
and Head of Hospitality Investing
– Asia Pacific at Morgan Stanley,
who covered the optimisation of
hotel value as an aspect of real
estate asset management. Professor
Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean, then
delivered a highly informative and
interactive module on innovation
and leadership in hospitality.
Another aspect of innovation was
in the spotlight in the final module,
with Dr Dan Wang, SHTM Assistant

on its premises. The first, tailor-made
for Ph.D. students, was followed by
the main four-day workshop on 1013 January. Delivered by Dr Fred
Mayo on behalf of the School and
the American Hotel and Lodging
Educational Institute, the workshops
offered intensive, interactive

Professor Denis Morisset (first row,
third from left) with participants at
the Hong Kong PolyU Winter School

hospitality sector.
Participants who successfully
completed each module received
a Hong Kong PolyU Winter School
Certificate. Those who completed
six modules from this and/or the
previous three years received an
Advanced Certificate in Hospitality
Management.
The next Hong Kong PolyU
Winter School is tentatively
scheduled to be held in December
2017.

learning experiences, highlighting
the latest global principles and skills
that provide the best educational
experience for hospitality students.
Those participants who
successfully completed the
examination on the final day of the
workshops earned certification from
the American Hotel and Lodging
Association’s Educational Institute
and are now Certified Hospitality
Educators, a designation prized
worldwide.

Advancing
Hospitality
Education
January then saw the continuation
of a 14-year relationship, with the
SHTM hosting two CHE workshops

Dr Tony Tse (first row, fourth from right), Dr Alice Hon
(first row, third from right) with participants from the
Hong Kong Pei Hua Education Foundation

Regional
Engagement
that Matters

management to strategies for hotel
branding.
Further afield, SHTM Dean
Kaye Chon delivered a lecture
to executives and associates of
the Shinsegae Chosun Hotel and
students of Kyung Hee University

Professor Bob McKercher (first row,
third from right) with the students
from Chengdu Polytechnic

Elsewhere in the region, SHTM
staff led a host of Executive
Development Programmes tailormade for particular organisations.
From June to September the School
cooperated with the Singapore
Hotel and Tourism Education Centre
to provide three two-day seminars
for Singaporean academics and
industry executives. Covered
in exacting details were how to
remain competitive in food and
beverage management, revenue
management and hotel analytics,
and increasing competitiveness
through service innovations and
leadership.
A l s o i n S e p t e m b e r, S H T M
academics cooperated with
Chengdu Polytechnic to deliver
lectures on enhancing tourism
research skills for 36 teachers and
international tourism trends and
cultural tourism for 50 students.
In October, 24 employees from
Jiangsu Huayi Mingdu Hotel
Management attended a fiveday SHTM programme covering
topics ranging from service quality

in South Korea on 17 November.
Dean Chon drew on the depth
of his internationally renowned
experience to cover service quality
management and the definitions,
differentiators and identities of
luxury hotels.
Rounding out the month, the
School provided a week-long
training programme for 40 mainland
Chinese officials in cooperation with
the Hong Kong Pei Hua Education
Foundation on 23-30 November
– the fifth time it has collaborated
with the Foundation in such a
way since 2009. A food and wine
programme for 30 delegates from
Hong Kong Airlines Limited on 5
and 6 December then provided
a climax to the SHTM’s executive
development efforts for the year. H
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Postgraduate Programmes

Postgraduate Programmes

to
Succeed

The

Desire

Dr Edward Roekaert
D.HTM 2014
Ms Carol Ren
MSc 2015

Dr Erdogan Ekiz
Ph.D. 2012

The SHTM is a globally
renowned leader in
hospitality and tourism
education, attracting a wealth
of talent and potential to its
postgraduate programmes. Though
they come to us with various
levels of experience, a diversity of
backgrounds and many different
viewpoints, our postgraduate
students share a vital trait – the
students to succeed.
C o n s i d e r, f o r i n s t a n c e , M r
Wayne Mak, who graduated from
the SHTM’s Master of Science
(MSc) in International Hospitality
Management programme in 2015.
Mr Mak grew up immersed in the
hospitality sector through exposure
to his father’s hotel management
company, but instead followed his
mother into health care and became
a pharmacist until recognition of the
sector’s potential drew him back.
Knowing exactly what he needed
to succeed, Mr Mak took the
chance to revamp his skill set at the
School. “The biggest roadblock
for people contemplating a career
change”, he explained, “is fear of
failure”. He certainly did not have
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that, and since graduating has been
named Managing Director of the
Rhombus Group.
Ms Carol Ren, a 2015 graduate
from the MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management programme delivered
in mainland China, followed an
almost opposite path – shying away
from her mother’s commitment to
health care but allowing her deep
concern for people to lead her to
success in hospitality. Describing
herself as “lady with care and
compassion”, her commitment to
exceeding others’ expectations
has definitely paid off. A 17-year
veteran with the Hyatt chain, since
graduating she has been appointed
General Manager of the Hyatt
Regency Chongming, the first
female General Manager for the
brand worldwide.

The Right Mix
Mr Mak and Ms Ren both
benefited immensely from the
focus that an MSc from the SHTM
helped to bring to their careers,
but they did not study alone. Like
all of our postgraduate students,
they entered an environment that
encouraged the exchange of ideas
and experiences, whether with
industry players, highly professional
and experienced staff or fellow
students from a wide range of
complementary backgrounds.
Indeed, Professor Haiyan Kong, a
2010 graduate of the SHTM’s Ph.D.
programme and now Professor

at the Department of Tourism
Management and Associate Dean
of the Business School at Shandong
University in Weihai, praised the
SHTM’s staff, appreciating “the
international views, up to date
knowledge and cooperative team”.
She also benefited from interacting
closely with her classmates: “we
exchanged views and inspired
each other, which helped us find
interesting topics and effective
study methods”.
Fellow Ph.D. graduate Dr Erdogan
Ekiz, who gained his degree from
the School in 2012, concurred. Now
Head of the Travel and Tourism
Department at King Abdulaziz
University in Saudi Arabia, he was
so impressed with the interaction he
experienced at the School that he
labelled it a “beacon of educational
excellence in hospitality and tourism
education”. That, indeed, was no
idle remark – Dr Ekiz is currently
collaborating with the SHTM to
develop curriculums for his own
department.

Cultivating
Change
Dr Edward Roekaert was already
an experienced academic and highlevel administrator when he reached
the School. Having graduated from
the highly innovative, professionally
focused Doctor of Hotel and
Tourism Management (D.HTM)
programme in 2014, Dr Roekaert
is now Rector of the Peruvian
University of Applied Sciences. With
a background in hospitality studies
enhanced by his time at what he
called “a world class institution”
featuring “highly experienced
and knowledgeable” faculty, he is
now heavily focused on being a
transformative leader, “bringing out
the best in everyone I work with”
in the leading higher educational
institution in Peru.

Dr Christina Lam, a 2016 graduate
of the D.HTM programme, has
used the experience she gained at
the SHTM in a similar manner, but
with a different focus. Coming to
the School with a background of
working for luxury hotel brands, she
is now an Assistant Professor at the
Singapore Institute of Technology.
Pointing to role models who
mentored her at the School such as
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean,
she said that “my time has come to
be a good mentor, educator and
inspiration to young people”.
All of these graduates have
cultivated change in their own
ways, both in themselves and in
others. That is what motivates them
to succeed, and what the School
is uniquely placed to foster. If you
are looking for an opportunity to
advance, the SHTM’s postgraduate
programmes will certainly start you
moving in the right direction. H
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Package Tours Limit Tourist
Satisfaction
Package tours can result in
low tourist satisfaction even
though they are economically
advantageous, find the SHTM’s
Dr Markus Schuckert, Professor
Haiyan Song, Dean Kaye Chon
and a co-researcher in a recently
published study. The researchers
explain that dissatisfaction with
package tours arises from the
information asymmetry between
tour operators and customers
in emerging markets. Focusing
on mainland Chinese outbound
tours to Hong Kong, they show
that this asymmetry is reduced
once customers become more
experienced, at which point they
turn to independent travel and
other types of tours.

Rise and Decline of
Package Tours
Package tours first became popular
in the West in the 1970s, note
the researchers, because they
offered accessible and affordable
international travel. As independent
travel was expensive at the time,
such tours not only offered good
value and convenience, but also
reduced “tourists’ uncertainties
when exposed to distant and
unfamiliar destinations”. Although
package tours made up a large
share of the travel market in Europe

16

and the United States in the 1980s,
the share eventually declined.
The market model more recently
shifted to Asia and the Pacific, but
is now suffering the same fate
here as tourists increasingly book
package holidays online or travel
independently.
Given that package tours are cost
effective for tour operators and,
in theory at least, offer tourists
greater value than buying services
separately, their decrease in
popularity is not well understood.
Yet, the researchers argue that
consumer choice is restricted
when products are bundled into
a package – the tour operator
decides the price for all the
included services and the customer
has to purchase the whole
package. This might represent a
good deal for customers who want
all of those services, but most
are only interested in some. Such
customers, claim the researchers,
may be “more willing to pay for a
single product they value” than for
the packaged bundle.
Initially, there is information
asymmetry between the seller
and the buyer. Travel services
are difficult to evaluate before
they are experienced because
information about quality is only
freely available through purchase
and consumption. Customers

thus need to initially rely to a great
extent on information from the tour
operator, and only then from their
own experience and information
searching. The researchers propose
that over time this asymmetry
decreases. Fewer package tour
customers make repeat purchases
because they learn the value
of the bundled services, which
means they are able to make
better decisions about subsequent
purchases.

Visitor Reports
Studied
To test their proposition, the
researchers examined the
relationship between tourist
satisfaction, the market share of
package tours and information
asymmetry using information
obtained from the Hong Kong
Tourist Board’s (HKTB’s) Visitor
Profile Reports. The Reports, they
note, are “comprehensive and
fairly consistent in profiling Chinese
tourists” according to their social
demographics, travel behaviour
patterns and levels of satisfaction.
The HKTB information covered four
service components: dining, hotels,
sightseeing and shopping. To
ensure that they could adequately
identify the market share of
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package tours, the researchers
defined it as the proportion of
tourists who purchased “inclusive
package tours” rather than partial
tours that only included hotel and
transport, for instance. They then
assessed travellers’ satisfaction
with those tours as a proxy for the
intention to return to Hong Kong.
The degree of information
asymmetry was measured by
travel frequency because travellers
with previous travel experience are
more aware of operators’ bundling
strategies, which helps to reduce
asymmetry. The researchers also
examined the effects of several
other factors, including the potential
effects of specific events such as
the handover of Hong Kong to
China in 1997, the SARS outbreak
in 2003 and the global financial
crisis in 2008.

Declining Satisfaction
The HKBT information revealed
that the market share of package
tours increased from 50% in 1993
to 70% in 2001, but then fell
dramatically until it was only 17%
in 2013. The researchers observe
that the market share of package
tours had a consistently negative
effect on tourists’ satisfaction with
the four service components:
as the market share decreased,
tourists reported greater satisfaction
with dining, hotels, sightseeing
and shopping. That market share
also “negatively affected tourists’
behavioural intention”, they write,
and then conclude that “taking
package tours actually discouraged
tourists’ future travel to Hong
Kong”.
The level of information
asymmetry, indicated by the
number of visits to Hong Kong,
also influenced tourists’ satisfaction
with dining and shopping, but not
with hotels and sightseeing. From
the researchers’ perspective, this
indicates that “information does
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indeed affect tourist satisfaction”:
the more trips people take, the
more informed and the more
satisfied they become. The length
of stay also had similar effects on
satisfaction with dining and hotels,
and again the researchers explain
that the longer people stay, the
more information they obtain,
which equips them to make better
purchase decisions in future.
However, the other factors they
examined, including the various
one-off events, appeared to have
only mild effects.

Consumption Hurt
The researchers suggest their
findings imply that package tours
“hurt consumption” because
high information asymmetry
and a mismatch with customers’
expectations mean that such tours
offer “inherently lower satisfaction”
than independent travel. They
posit that legislation is needed to
reduce this information symmetry,
particularly in emerging markets
where three factors contribute
to customers’ informational
disadvantage. First, tourists are less
experienced and are thus more
reliant on package tours. Second,
tour operators fail to convey
accurate information that would
help tourists to make informed
decisions. Third, tour operators’
behaviour and the dissemination
of information to tourists are
insufficiently regulated.
In the West, the researchers
point out, associations were
established several decades ago
to regulate the package tour
industry in response to various
problems and quality issues
particularly the misrepresentation
of tour packages. Change has also
occurred in the Chinese package
tour market, in which significant
problems with low quality recently
led to the introduction of policies
and regulations with the aim
of “regulating tour operators’

behaviour at the national level”.
However, the researchers note that
effects would not yet have been
evident in the information they
collected.

Independent Travel
Beckons
The association between inclusive
package tours and low satisfaction
that the researchers identify
contradicts the conventional view
that packages offer cheap and
convenient forms of travel. It could
well be that the newly introduced
regulations in China may be
too late to stop Chinese tourists
from turning to independent
travel instead. The researchers
argue that as Chinese tourists
have become more experienced
and better informed, and now
have easy access to online travel
intermediaries, they can create their
own package tours by “assembling
different service components” that
exactly match their preferences.
It seems that the “right to create
bundles” has transferred from tour
operators to tourists.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Inclusive package tours are expected
to offer cheap and convenient travel.
• Instead, they can reduce customer
satisfaction and future demand.
• The problem is caused by
information asymmetry between
operators and tourists.
• Emerging markets need better
regulation to ensure high quality
tourism.
Chen, Yong, Schuckert, Markus,
Song, Haiyan and Chon, Kaye.
(2016). “Why Can Package
Tours Hurt Tourists? Evidence
from China’s Tourism Demand
in Hong Kong. Journal of Travel
Research , 55(4), pp. 427-439.

More Knowledge Needed of Muslim
Tourists’ Requirements
Although Muslim tourists constitute
a large and growing sector of the
travel market, greater awareness
is needed of their specific
requirements find SHTM Ph.D.
student Ms Hera Oktadiana, the
School’s Dean Professor Kaye
Chon and a co-researcher. In a
recently published review paper,
the researchers highlight that some
aspects of compliance with Islamic
teaching are well known, such as
the need for Halal food and the
non-consumption of alcohol. Yet,
they argue, more attention must be
paid to other areas such as the role
of travel for well-being in Islamic
life and supporting Islamic religious
and cultural events, among others.

Huge Global Market
The Muslim travel market, which
the researchers note is often
referred to as “Halal tourism”, is
expected to grow rapidly with the
increase in the Muslim population
worldwide. In 2013, for instance,
Muslim travellers generated
US$140 billion in outbound
receipts, amounting to 11% of
the global market and surpassing
the amounts for both the United
States and China. This figure, the
researchers write, is predicted to
reach US$238 billion by 2020. With
the Muslim population expected
to grow to 2.8 billion (30% of the
world population) by 2050, the
Halal travel share of the global
travel market is certain to continue
rising.
Yet the researchers suggest that
this growing market presents a
challenge for the tourism industry.
The practice of Islam is bound
by specific political and national

policies that require adherence to
the Qur’an. “This is not a trivial
force for the lives of the citizens and
those who travel”, the researchers
warn, “since failure to observe the
national regulations both at home
and abroad can result in severe
punishments”. Muslim tourists
thus have particular requirements
that need to be recognised and
understood.
As the researchers note, the Qur’an
generally regards travel in a positive
light because it has many benefits
that help to “balance physical and
spiritual states”. Nevertheless,
as Muslims must continue their
adherence to Sharia law when
they travel, destinations that wish
to attract Muslim tourists need to
“attend to multiple aspects of the
Halal lifestyle”. These include food,
accommodation and transport
preferences, and the provision of
prayer facilities, separate facilities
for males and females, alcohol free
bars and other amenities that “serve
the guests and respect their culture
and religion”.
The researchers identify Malaysia as
the “leading Halal destination”, with
Muslims accounting for 20% of
the country’s visitors in 2014. One
reason for Malaysia’s popularity is
the ease of accessing Halal hotels
and restaurants, public prayer
facilities and even Halal hospitals
and medication. Other destinations
hoping to attract Muslim travellers
need to understand and cater to
Muslim travellers’ specific needs.
Or, as the researchers put it, “a
comprehensive recognition of the
tourists’ concerns is required”.
They were thus interested in what
kind of information might be
available to help such destinations,
and what was still lacking.

Publications
Considered
To ascertain the present state of
knowledge about Halal tourism,
the researchers searched for
articles in academic journals, online
media and hospitality and tourism
websites using relevant keywords
such as “Islamic tourism”, “Halal
travel” and “Halal restaurants”.
Around half of the relevant articles
they found were from academic
publications and online media
and half were from hospitality and
tourism industry sources, including
the two biggest online Muslim
tourism websites, halalbooking.
com and halaltrip.com.
In assessing the content of the
articles, the researchers drew on
the coordinated management
of meaning theory, seeking
to understand the process of
communication itself rather than
the “roots of behaviour, its driving
forces and spiritual values”. The
theory, they explain, offers the
possibility of understanding the
people involved in cross-cultural
contact by considering their forms
of address, the key episodes in
their world, their relationship
patterns, the life-scripts they
pursue and the cultural patterns
that dominate their lives. The
researchers thus classified the
articles into the five components
of communication outlined by the
theory: Culture, Verbal and nonverbal behaviour, Episodes, Life
scripting and Relationships.
Culture, they note, is “the largest
set of issues that inform a
cultural group”, covering such
essentials as expectations of
honesty and political and religious
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researchers thus classified the
articles into the five components
of communication outlined by the
theory: Culture, Verbal and nonverbal behaviour, Episodes, Life
scripting and Relationships.
Culture, they note, is “the largest
set of issues that inform a
cultural group”, covering such
essentials as expectations of
honesty and political and religious
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tolerance. Verbal and non-verbal
behaviour covers “words and
labels used to describe objects
and concepts”, terms of address
and non-verbal patterns such
as eye contact. Episodes range
from eating habits and rituals,
religious practices and rules about
storytelling to conventions for
payment and tipping, among
others. Life scripting covers
individuals’ views of themselves,
their actions in relation to others
and their aspirations. Finally, the
Relationships component includes
responsibilities to others of both
sexes and acceptable treatment.

Frequent Coverage
Limited
The most frequently discussed
component of communication in
all of the publications considered
was Episodes, covering issues
such as Halal food, restaurants,
accommodation and the overall
concept of what the researchers
describe as a “Muslim-friendly
destination”. In particular, the
preparation and consumption of
food and the non-consumption
of alcohol are “well known and
documented repeatedly”.
Muslim travellers’ requirements
in terms of prayer also receive
plenty of attention, although
the researchers note a lack of
focus on festivals and holidays
that are important to the Muslim
community. In particular, they
point to neglect in the consideration
and management of Eid-ul-Fitr, the
celebration at the end of Ramadan.
They contrast this with the great
importance attached to celebrating
Chinese New Year for Chinese
tourists away from their home
communities.
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Lack of Coverage
Common
Other areas, in contrast,
receive very little coverage. The
Relationships component of
communication, for instance,
is concerned with individuals’
responsibilities and obligations to
family, friends and others. Few of
the publications considered the
rules and preferred segregation
of men and women in many
settings, especially leisure facilities
such as spas, swimming pools
and massage and beauty facilities.
The researchers point out that it is
important for tourism providers to
consider “who can be with whom
in such spaces”, and whether it
is possible to provide separate
facilities or times so that guests can
enjoy them while adhering to the
need for segregation.
Greater attention could also be
paid to certain aspects of the
verbal and non-verbal components
of communication. Although
certain key Muslim needs, such
as the rules about food, receive
adequate coverage, there is little
mention of appropriate forms of
address, rules about touching,
using the right hand to pass
objects and preferences for social
distance and eye contact. The
researchers explain that non-verbal
communication also includes
acceptable Muslim dress codes
and principles for covering the
body. Host communities could
benefit from specific advice on
these issues, moderated according
to the different requirements of the
tourists’ countries of origin.
Understanding how Muslim
tourists approach “bargaining,
tipping” and their “preferred ways
to shop” is another area that needs
to be considered. Given the size
of the Halal market, the potential
spending power of Muslim tourists
is huge and it makes sense to
understand their consumer
behaviour and preferences. Finally,

the Life scripting component of
communication is little considered,
which leads the researchers to
suggest that it offers a “rich space”
for anyone interested in benefiting
from a greater understanding of the
“transformational possibilities of
tourism” among Muslims.

Enhancing Halal
Tourism
The researchers conclude that
their focus on the components
of communication offers a
“pragmatic position for nonMuslim researchers and destination
managers”. It stresses that “we
should study and plan for what
Halal tourists want, but we can do
this without needing to immerse
ourselves in the sophisticated and
complex cultures of the Islamic
world”. Paying sufficient attention
to the under-considered areas
they identify, the researchers
argue, “could assist in building and
enhancing Halal tourism globally”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Halal tourism is a large and growing
sector of the tourist market.
• Muslim tourists’ specific needs and
requirements are not always well
understood.
• Halal food and the non-consumption
of alcohol are adequately covered in
the literature.
• Yet attention must be paid to a
broader sweep of areas to advance
Halal tourism globally.
Oktadiana, Hera, Pearce, Philip
L. and Chon, Kaye. (2016).
“Muslim Travellers’ Needs:
What Don’t We Know?” Tourism
Management Perspectives , 20,
pp. 124-130.

Review Features Influence Hotel
Booking Intentions
Potential guests reading online
hotel reviews are influenced by a
range of underlying features when
forming their booking intentions,
argue SHTM Ph.D. graduate Ms
Liang Wang, Professor Rob Law
and their co-researchers. In a
recently published article, the
researchers identify the six features
that have the greatest influence on
the booking intentions of business
travellers in mainland China. They
suggest that hoteliers could use
those features – ranging from
usefulness to comprehensiveness –
to enhance their consumer review
management and determine ways
of more effectively influencing
consumers’ booking intentions.

Trustworthy Peer
Information
Consumers are increasingly
relying on online word-ofmouth recommendations when
making purchasing decisions,
especially those related to travel.
The researchers note the general
perception that consumers are
more likely to believe information
provided by their fellow consumers
than that provided by a business
itself. Peer information, they
write, is “considered to be more
independent and trustworthy”
and may reveal critical details that
hotels would prefer not to have
known. Online reviews have thus
become an essential resource for
customers to evaluate the quality
of travel products and services.
Travel firms are starting to take
advantage of online reviews to
attract potential customers by
distributing information through
online communities and publishing

travel reviews, comments and
edited testimonials on their own
websites. However, the researchers
point out that not all reviews are
considered equally useful. As
the volume of consumer reviews
continually increases, the problem
of information overload is starting
to detract from these benefits
as it becomes more difficult for
consumers to discern the most
relevant and helpful reviews.
According to the researchers, more
“signalling cues” are needed to help
hoteliers identify relevant reviews
that can aid them in making more
effective use of online wordof-mouth as a marketing tool.
Sufficient attention has certainly
been paid to how online reviews
influence travellers’ booking
intentions, but the focus has
usually been on the effects overall,
and little is known about how
the individual aspects or features
of reviews influence consumers’
decision making.

Six Review Features
The researchers initially identified
six features that they considered
might influence travellers’
booking intentions. The first is the
“usefulness of online reviews”,
which refers to the extent to which
other people find a review to be
useful in making their decisions.
Given the unprecedented
conglomeration of information on
the Internet, consumers need to
decide which reviews are most
valuable to them.

equal. It is the extent to which
the source is perceived as having
knowledge and expertise about
products and services. Consumers
have the capacity to identify and
follow “market mavens”, the
researchers suggest, and they also
tend to search for information
from others who engage in similar
activities.
The “timeliness of online reviews”
refers to how up-to-date reviews
are, because more recent reviews
are perceived as more helpful
than older ones. The researchers
selected “volume of online
reviews” as the fourth feature
because a higher volume of
comments increases awareness
and signals the level of agreement
among consumers. The fifth
feature, the “valence of online
reviews”, refers to whether reviews
are negative or positive. Although
negative comments are often
found to be more persuasive than
positive ones, the researchers also
point out that positive reviews can
promote a product or service and
even a single recommendation can
be enough to persuade consumers
to try a new product. They thus
expected negative and positive
reviews to have opposite effects.
Finally, the “comprehensiveness
of online reviews” indicates
how detailed and complete the
information in reviews is perceived
to be, with more detailed reviews
expected to attract more attention
and thus be more valuable.
“In unfamiliar situations”, the
researchers state, “consumers need
detailed and specific knowledge to
make decisions”.

The second feature, “reviewer
expertise”, is a consequence of
not all available information being
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Business Travellers
Surveyed
Following a pilot test on students
at a Chinese university, the
significance of the six features was
measured through both an online
survey and an onsite survey.
“Businesspeople were targeted”,
the researchers note, “as they
travel more often because of work,
hence making online hotel booking
more possible”.
A majority of the responding
business people were male and
aged 25-30, and more than 90%
had Bachelor’s degrees. With
around 70% reporting monthly
salaries of RMB2,001-8,000, they
were considered financially capable
of travelling. Over 90% reported
that they were “savvy Internet
users”, but less than 40% had ever
booked a hotel room online. The
researchers argue that although this
indicates some reluctance to “adopt
the Internet as a purchasing tool”,
it also suggests there is potential
for significant growth in the
e-commerce market in mainland
China.

Importance of
Reducing Negative
Reviews
On analysing the responses, the
researchers found that all six
features influenced the potential
consumers. “These features”, they
observe, “play identical roles in
manipulating traveler intentions
and decisions”. Yet, they also
found that negativity in reviews
was the most significant feature in
predicting booking intentions.
As the quality of intangible
products such as hotel rooms
cannot be evaluated directly before
purchase, negative reviews are
more likely than anything else to
dissuade potential customers. To
reduce the number of negative
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reviews posted, the researchers
suggest that hotels might want to
consider allocating more resources
to “handling customer complaints
more strategically and dealing
effectively with service recovery”.

Making the Most of
Reviews
The next most important factor
influencing booking intentions
was the comprehensiveness of
reviews. The researchers note
that this finding contrasts with the
alternative view that people tend
to rely on cues such as numerical
or star ratings because they are
“simple and easy to understand”.
Instead, it suggests that in virtual
communities, people require more
cues to judge information based
on the rigour of the arguments
presented.
Similarly, the expertise of reviewers
was a strong predictor of booking
intentions. Reviewers who are
judged to have expertise are
considered leaders able to influence
the opinions and behaviour
of others. The researchers
recommend that hotels might
consider seeking more specific
information about these opinion
leaders to find out how they “diffuse
their personal experiences” of hotel
products and services.
Booking intentions were also
influenced by the usefulness of
online reviews. The researchers
write that hotels could try to
make it easier for consumers to
judge that usefulness, perhaps
by installing peer-rating systems
allowing readers to rate the reviews
they find most helpful. This would
efficiently filter relevant opinions,
they note.
The timeliness and volume of
reviews also had positive effects,
although these could also be
enhanced, the researchers argue.
In the former case, hotels should

consider providing more up-todate information than is available
from other online sources. In the
latter case, given that consumer
awareness of brands is so important
in the hotel sector, “more effort
could be devoted to increasing the
quantity of online reviews about a
hotel”. “With more exposure to a
hotel brand”, the researchers argue,
“there would be a higher chance for
consumers to include a hotel into
their awareness set”.

Broadening the Focus
Given the sheer volume of the
relevant information potential
guests can access, it is vital that
hotels know how to harness the
six features of online reviews. Yet
the researchers remind us that the
Internet is not the only source of
information available to consumers,
and suggest that offline information
channels be considered in future so
that hotel promotional efforts can
be optimised.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Online hotel reviews are an
important source of information for
customers.
• The volume of reviews is leading to
information overload.
• Six features of online reviews
influence booking intentions, and
hotels can enhance them.
• Consideration should also be
given to the significance of other
information channels.
Zhao, Xinyuan (Roy), Wang, Liang,
Guo, Xiao and Law, Rob.
(2016). “The influence of online
reviews to online hotel booking
intentions”. International Journal
of Contemporary Hospitality
Management , 20 (27), pp.
1343-1364.

Profound Changes in Chinese Visitor
Profiles and Behaviour after Visa
Liberalisation
The relaxation of visa regulations
for mainland Chinese tourists
visiting Hong Kong has dramatically
increased the number of arrivals,
almost completely changed the
tourists’ profiles and altered what
they do once in the city, according
to SHTM Ph.D. graduate Dr Anyu
Liu and Professor Bob McKercher.
In a recently published article the
researchers highlight the extent of
changes to visitor behaviour and
satisfaction, and note that other
countries wanting to adjust their
visa regulations to exploit the huge
potential of the Chinese tourism
market should consider the Hong
Kong example and plan ahead.

Outbound Tourism
Growth
Outbound tourism from China
has long been limited both by the
imposition of visa constraints from
destination countries and by the
Chinese government’s Approved
Destination Status scheme. As the
researchers note, Chinese citizens
can only travel in limited numbers
to the scheme’s 146 member
countries, usually on group tours.
Yet the volume of Chinese
tourists is growing. The number
of outbound tourists from China
already amounted to 100 million in
2013, with the figure predicted to
reach between 200 and 350 million
by 2020. Consequently, many
countries are rethinking their visa
policies to reduce market barriers
and fully realise the vast potential
of this market. This may seem like
good news for destinations, but the
researchers point out that it may

“have a more profound impact
than a sheer volume increase”
because increasing tourist numbers
and broadening the market
base may require destinations
to “fundamentally rethink their
product offerings”.

Policy Changes
The researchers use the example
of Hong Kong to illustrate the
potential effects of reducing
market barriers to Chinese
tourists. Although Hong Kong is a
Special Administrative Region of
China, it has full autonomy over
immigration control, and mainland
visitors, like all others, require valid
travel documents, sufficient means
of support and re-entry facilities to
their home country. Hong Kong,
along with Macau, was one of the
first places that Chinese tourists
were allowed to travel to after
China’s opening up in 1983. Since
then, the initially severe restrictions
have been gradually relaxed
through a variety of measures,
particularly the Individual Visit
Scheme (IVS) in 2003 and the
introduction of multiple-entry
permits in 2008.
The researchers suggest that
the introduction of the IVS was
perhaps the most ground-breaking
policy as it allowed Chinese tourists
to travel independently rather than
as part of organised tour groups.
The gradual extension of the
scheme has had a huge effect on
the market, driving a 13.7% annual
increase in visitor numbers through
to the end of 2015. A slight drop in
arrivals was noted last year.

Multiple entry permits also allowed
the residents of nearby Shenzhen to
enter Hong Kong as often as they
like without restriction, resulting
in a 30% annual increase in the
number of day visitor arrivals. Yet
the policy is highly controversial,
the researchers point out, because
many of these visitors come
to shop in residential shopping
districts, where they have “proven
to be voracious consumers of
household products”, leaving local
residents short of basic goods. As a
result, the Hong Kong government
revised the policy in 2015, allowing
people from Shenzhen to visit only
once a week, which led to a decline
in arrivals by 11% in 2016.

Quantifying the Effects
of Liberalisation
The researchers set out to quantify
how the liberalisation of visa rules
and the consequential increase in
Chinese visitor numbers to Hong
Kong have affected visitor profiles
and behaviour. They based their
study on data from the Visitor
Profile Reports issued annually by
the Hong Kong Tourism Board
(HKTB), which are compiled
from face-to-face interviews with
tourists at their points of departure.
Drawing on the results from
1998 to 2012, they divided their
observations into two periods – the
pre-IVS period from 1998 to 2003
and the post-IVS period from 2004
to 2012.
The HKTB’s interviewers ask
visitors about their type of trip,
length of stay, travel itinerary,
places visited, shopping items
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people from Shenzhen to visit only
once a week, which led to a decline
in arrivals by 11% in 2016.

Quantifying the Effects
of Liberalisation
The researchers set out to quantify
how the liberalisation of visa rules
and the consequential increase in
Chinese visitor numbers to Hong
Kong have affected visitor profiles
and behaviour. They based their
study on data from the Visitor
Profile Reports issued annually by
the Hong Kong Tourism Board
(HKTB), which are compiled
from face-to-face interviews with
tourists at their points of departure.
Drawing on the results from
1998 to 2012, they divided their
observations into two periods – the
pre-IVS period from 1998 to 2003
and the post-IVS period from 2004
to 2012.
The HKTB’s interviewers ask
visitors about their type of trip,
length of stay, travel itinerary,
places visited, shopping items
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and expenditure, satisfaction and
intention to revisit. The researchers
focused on the “Vacation Overnight
Visitor” segment as travellers in
this category were most likely to
represent the discretionary pleasure
tourist market.

Effects on Visitor Profiles
The first difference the researchers
observe in considering the survey
findings is change in the gender
ratio, with the proportion of female
visitors increasing from around a
third of arrivals to more than 60%
since the implementation of the
IVS. The proportion of married
people has declined from more
than 80% to less than 70%, the
mean age has fallen by 2 years
to 36.6 and the share of travel
parties including children or
grandchildren has increased from
6% to 24%. Overall, the figures
suggest a broadening of the market
to include more families and more
housewives who are traveling with
or without their children.
Yet, the researchers point out
that the most profound change
is that Hong Kong “has evolved
to become a single-stay, short
break destination” visited mainly
by independent tourists on repeat
visits. Since the introduction of
the IVS, the average length of stay
has decreased from 3.5 to 2.5
nights, while the percentage of
those traveling independently has
undergone an astonishing increase
from 7% in 2000 to 80% since
2008, with a corresponding drop
in the popularity of organised day
tours.

Effects on Behaviour
and Satisfaction
The emergence of the independent
traveller free from the confines of
the tour group has dramatically
altered the behaviour of Chinese
tourists. Today’s short-break
tourists are proportionately much
less likely to visit Hong Kong’s
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tourist attractions than in the
past. The researchers suggest it
could be that the opening of more
attractions, such as Hong Kong
Disneyland, has created greater
choice, or that tourists now have
the “free choice of where to go”.
In fact, now that they have a
choice, the majority seem to be
more interested in shopping than
visiting attractions, as this is the
only activity that has retained its
popularity over time.
Mainland visitors are, however,
buying different types of goods.
The researchers note that although
the HKTB does not differentiate
between consumer goods, designer
clothes and high-end fashion items,
anecdotal evidence suggests that
these items are “among the most
popular”, along with items such as
snacks and cosmetics. A notable
increase in purchases of Western
and traditional Chinese medicines
may reflect concerns about product
safety in China. Overall, China’s
new independent travellers are
spending more than before.
As these tourists have become
more independent, their
satisfaction with the destination has
also increased. The greatest jump
is in satisfaction with shopping,
from an average score of 45 out of
100 before implementation of the
IVS to around 80 since, which the
researchers suggest has occurred
because mainland visitors are now
free from organised tours and can
shop where they wish rather than
“being forced into shops sanctioned
by tour guides”.
Satisfaction with hotels has also
increased as the market has
matured and the proportion of
package tours has declined. The
researchers explain that in the
early days, inexperienced Chinese
hotel guests were confused by the
provision of in-room amenities
such as mini-bars, and did not
realise that they had to pay for
them. Consequently, hotels
tended to provide minimal or
no amenities, but this situation

has changed as Chinese tourists
have become more aware and,
consequently, more satisfied.

Planning for Change
The researchers argue that the
changes Hong Kong has witnessed
since the liberalisation of entry
requirements for mainland Chinese
visitors could be considered a
“harbinger of what will happen”
if other countries decide to take
similar steps to capitalise on the
potential of the market. Yet they
caution that the relaxation of
visa policies could well result in
destinations being “overwhelmed
by newly independent tourists”.
Countries that aim to do so
should recognise and plan for this
eventuality by preparing for large
increases in tourist numbers and
changing their product mix to cater
to the demands of a different type
of tourist.

POINTS TO NOTE
• China has a potentially huge
outbound tourism market.
• The relaxation of visa regulations has
increased mainland Chinese visitor
numbers to Hong Kong.
• There have also been considerable
changes in the related visitor profiles
and behaviour.
• Other countries considering the
relaxation of visa regulations should
plan for similar changes.

Liu, Anyu and McKercher, Bob.
(2016). “The Impact of Visa
Liberalisation on Tourist
Behaviors – The Case of China
Outbound Market Visiting
Hong Kong”. Journal of Travel
Research , 55(5), pp. 603-611.

Understanding Travel Needs Can Help
Improve Elderly Quality of Life
Identifying the travel needs of
different groups of elderly people
in Hong Kong is the first step in
providing appropriate services that
can improve their quality of life and
well-being, argue the SHTM’s Dr
Kam Hung and two co-researchers.
In a recent study, the researchers
examine the differences in the
travel behaviour of elderly Hong
Kongers, finding that residents of
public housing face more travel
constraints than those living in
private housing. They suggest that
tourism industry stakeholders such
as exhibition organisers and travel
agents could do more for these
residents to promote the quality-oflife benefits that come with travel.

Hong Kong Elderly
As the researchers point out in
opening their study, the Hong
Kong population is ageing rapidly.
By 2041, those in the city aged
over 65 will account for 30% of the
population while the proportion
those aged under 15 will fall to
9%. People’s needs change as
they age, and many face increasing
difficulties with their health and
mobility, lack of support from
family and social networks, and
greater financial constraints. This is
a dire situation, and the researchers
note that a failure to address it
could lead to “depression, suicide
and life dissatisfaction”.
There is, as the researchers write,
an essential need to promote
“positive ageing and helping the
elderly live life to the full”. The
Hong Kong government has
certainly introduced numerous
measures in that direction, with
district community centres,

neighbourhood centres and social
centres chief among those that
offer leisure facilities for the elderly.
An Elder Academy also provides
a wide network of educational
facilities offering lifelong-learning
opportunities.

vulnerable than those with fewer
financial constraints. Hence, they
set out to obtain information that
could help in designing more
customised travel services for
elderly people with different
profiles.

Yet the researchers point to
evidence that elderly people in
Hong Kong tend to be less happy
and experience greater emotional
distress than their contemporaries
in other places such as Beijing and
Taiwan. Despite the government’s
efforts, then, it seems that not
enough is being done to improve
the well-being of this high-risk
group. The researchers suggest that
the effectiveness of current services
needs to be evaluated, and that
there should be greater emphasis
on “positive ageing and helping the
elderly live life to the full”. As travel
is an important aspect affecting
the quality of life of the elderly,
understanding the travel constraints
of the older population would “help
policymakers identify the factors
that inhibit travel” and provide
appropriate services for different
groups of elderly in Hong Kong.

Elderly users of services provided
by various community and
neighbourhood centres in Hong
Kong were interviewed face-to-face,
giving demographic information
and answering questions about
how often they travelled over the
past year and the past three years,
along with where and why they
travelled. They were also asked
who they travelled with, what sort
of transport they used, how much
they spent and for how long they
stayed. Finally, the interviewees
responded to statements such as “I
cannot travel because I am in poor
health”, “I experience difficulty in
finding someone to accompany me
on my travel” and “I cannot travel
because of family obligations”.

Elderly Residents
Interviewed

Slightly more people living in
public housing were interviewed
than those living in private
housing. Almost two thirds of
those living in public housing were
female, but less than half living
in private housing were. As the
average age for all interviewees
was just over 71, the majority
were understandably retired, with
only a tenth of them working
full or part time and a very small
portion describing themselves
as “homemakers”. Those living
in private housing generally had
higher levels of education, and

The researchers thus decided to
“compare the travel constraints of
the elderly living in public housing
and those living in private housing”.
Due to financial constraints,
almost 40% of the elderly in Hong
Kong live in housing provided
by the government. As financial
constraints are strongly associated
with depression, the researchers
argue that older people living
in public housing may be more
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and expenditure, satisfaction and
intention to revisit. The researchers
focused on the “Vacation Overnight
Visitor” segment as travellers in
this category were most likely to
represent the discretionary pleasure
tourist market.

Effects on Visitor Profiles
The first difference the researchers
observe in considering the survey
findings is change in the gender
ratio, with the proportion of female
visitors increasing from around a
third of arrivals to more than 60%
since the implementation of the
IVS. The proportion of married
people has declined from more
than 80% to less than 70%, the
mean age has fallen by 2 years
to 36.6 and the share of travel
parties including children or
grandchildren has increased from
6% to 24%. Overall, the figures
suggest a broadening of the market
to include more families and more
housewives who are traveling with
or without their children.
Yet, the researchers point out
that the most profound change
is that Hong Kong “has evolved
to become a single-stay, short
break destination” visited mainly
by independent tourists on repeat
visits. Since the introduction of
the IVS, the average length of stay
has decreased from 3.5 to 2.5
nights, while the percentage of
those traveling independently has
undergone an astonishing increase
from 7% in 2000 to 80% since
2008, with a corresponding drop
in the popularity of organised day
tours.

Effects on Behaviour
and Satisfaction
The emergence of the independent
traveller free from the confines of
the tour group has dramatically
altered the behaviour of Chinese
tourists. Today’s short-break
tourists are proportionately much
less likely to visit Hong Kong’s
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tourist attractions than in the
past. The researchers suggest it
could be that the opening of more
attractions, such as Hong Kong
Disneyland, has created greater
choice, or that tourists now have
the “free choice of where to go”.
In fact, now that they have a
choice, the majority seem to be
more interested in shopping than
visiting attractions, as this is the
only activity that has retained its
popularity over time.
Mainland visitors are, however,
buying different types of goods.
The researchers note that although
the HKTB does not differentiate
between consumer goods, designer
clothes and high-end fashion items,
anecdotal evidence suggests that
these items are “among the most
popular”, along with items such as
snacks and cosmetics. A notable
increase in purchases of Western
and traditional Chinese medicines
may reflect concerns about product
safety in China. Overall, China’s
new independent travellers are
spending more than before.
As these tourists have become
more independent, their
satisfaction with the destination has
also increased. The greatest jump
is in satisfaction with shopping,
from an average score of 45 out of
100 before implementation of the
IVS to around 80 since, which the
researchers suggest has occurred
because mainland visitors are now
free from organised tours and can
shop where they wish rather than
“being forced into shops sanctioned
by tour guides”.
Satisfaction with hotels has also
increased as the market has
matured and the proportion of
package tours has declined. The
researchers explain that in the
early days, inexperienced Chinese
hotel guests were confused by the
provision of in-room amenities
such as mini-bars, and did not
realise that they had to pay for
them. Consequently, hotels
tended to provide minimal or
no amenities, but this situation

has changed as Chinese tourists
have become more aware and,
consequently, more satisfied.

Planning for Change
The researchers argue that the
changes Hong Kong has witnessed
since the liberalisation of entry
requirements for mainland Chinese
visitors could be considered a
“harbinger of what will happen”
if other countries decide to take
similar steps to capitalise on the
potential of the market. Yet they
caution that the relaxation of
visa policies could well result in
destinations being “overwhelmed
by newly independent tourists”.
Countries that aim to do so
should recognise and plan for this
eventuality by preparing for large
increases in tourist numbers and
changing their product mix to cater
to the demands of a different type
of tourist.

POINTS TO NOTE
• China has a potentially huge
outbound tourism market.
• The relaxation of visa regulations has
increased mainland Chinese visitor
numbers to Hong Kong.
• There have also been considerable
changes in the related visitor profiles
and behaviour.
• Other countries considering the
relaxation of visa regulations should
plan for similar changes.
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Identifying the travel needs of
different groups of elderly people
in Hong Kong is the first step in
providing appropriate services that
can improve their quality of life and
well-being, argue the SHTM’s Dr
Kam Hung and two co-researchers.
In a recent study, the researchers
examine the differences in the
travel behaviour of elderly Hong
Kongers, finding that residents of
public housing face more travel
constraints than those living in
private housing. They suggest that
tourism industry stakeholders such
as exhibition organisers and travel
agents could do more for these
residents to promote the quality-oflife benefits that come with travel.

Hong Kong Elderly
As the researchers point out in
opening their study, the Hong
Kong population is ageing rapidly.
By 2041, those in the city aged
over 65 will account for 30% of the
population while the proportion
those aged under 15 will fall to
9%. People’s needs change as
they age, and many face increasing
difficulties with their health and
mobility, lack of support from
family and social networks, and
greater financial constraints. This is
a dire situation, and the researchers
note that a failure to address it
could lead to “depression, suicide
and life dissatisfaction”.
There is, as the researchers write,
an essential need to promote
“positive ageing and helping the
elderly live life to the full”. The
Hong Kong government has
certainly introduced numerous
measures in that direction, with
district community centres,

neighbourhood centres and social
centres chief among those that
offer leisure facilities for the elderly.
An Elder Academy also provides
a wide network of educational
facilities offering lifelong-learning
opportunities.

vulnerable than those with fewer
financial constraints. Hence, they
set out to obtain information that
could help in designing more
customised travel services for
elderly people with different
profiles.

Yet the researchers point to
evidence that elderly people in
Hong Kong tend to be less happy
and experience greater emotional
distress than their contemporaries
in other places such as Beijing and
Taiwan. Despite the government’s
efforts, then, it seems that not
enough is being done to improve
the well-being of this high-risk
group. The researchers suggest that
the effectiveness of current services
needs to be evaluated, and that
there should be greater emphasis
on “positive ageing and helping the
elderly live life to the full”. As travel
is an important aspect affecting
the quality of life of the elderly,
understanding the travel constraints
of the older population would “help
policymakers identify the factors
that inhibit travel” and provide
appropriate services for different
groups of elderly in Hong Kong.

Elderly users of services provided
by various community and
neighbourhood centres in Hong
Kong were interviewed face-to-face,
giving demographic information
and answering questions about
how often they travelled over the
past year and the past three years,
along with where and why they
travelled. They were also asked
who they travelled with, what sort
of transport they used, how much
they spent and for how long they
stayed. Finally, the interviewees
responded to statements such as “I
cannot travel because I am in poor
health”, “I experience difficulty in
finding someone to accompany me
on my travel” and “I cannot travel
because of family obligations”.

Elderly Residents
Interviewed

Slightly more people living in
public housing were interviewed
than those living in private
housing. Almost two thirds of
those living in public housing were
female, but less than half living
in private housing were. As the
average age for all interviewees
was just over 71, the majority
were understandably retired, with
only a tenth of them working
full or part time and a very small
portion describing themselves
as “homemakers”. Those living
in private housing generally had
higher levels of education, and

The researchers thus decided to
“compare the travel constraints of
the elderly living in public housing
and those living in private housing”.
Due to financial constraints,
almost 40% of the elderly in Hong
Kong live in housing provided
by the government. As financial
constraints are strongly associated
with depression, the researchers
argue that older people living
in public housing may be more
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more than half of those in public
housing were illiterate. Almost all of
the interviewees were able to live
independently, although a majority
had to take regular medication.
The interviewees had taken an
average of 1.32 trips over the
past year and 3.35 trips over the
past three years. However, those
in private housing were what the
researchers described as “more
active travellers” and had taken an
average of 4.09 trips over the past
three years, compared with 1.65
by those in public housing. The
two groups also differed in terms
of destination, with those living in
public housing taking “more local
trips than their private housing
counterparts” and the latter taking
more trips outside Hong Kong.
There was no difference in the
number of interviewees who said
that the purpose of their trips was
to visit family or friends, but those
in private housing were more likely
to travel for fun, to go shopping
and sightseeing, and to travel for
religious reasons. This group was
also more likely to travel with their
families, to take longer holidays
that were often part of a transport
and hotel package, and tended to
spend more money on their travel.

Constraints and
Solutions
The researchers noted that although
the interviewees experienced few
significant constraints on travel
overall, travel constraints were
much more important in explaining
the travel behaviour of those in
public housing. Among this group,
the main issue preventing travel
was that it was just not a part of
their lifestyle or that of their friends
and family. In contrast, travel
was a “habit and lifestyle” among
the family and friends of those in
private housing.
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The researchers thus propose a
number of important ways in which
tourism industry stakeholders
could promote the travel habit
among the elderly who live in
Hong Kong’s public housing. For
instance, travel exhibitions could
be organised in the community to
promote the benefits of travel and
entice these people to join tours
with their friends and families.
Attendees, could, the researchers
suggest, receive other benefits as
well, such as discounted prices on
travel packages.
Social activities could also be
provided before, during and after
trips to help elderly residents living
in public housing find suitable
travel companions. Although travel
agents do organise local tours, the
researchers note that the “meeting
places are inconvenient for the
elderly with health or mobility
concerns”, so offering a pick-up
service would be helpful. Tour
providers should further consider
comprehensively reviewing their
offerings with input from elderly
people “to determine if the current
tour products satisfy their particular
needs”. Providing low-cost travel
services to neighbouring cities
in the Pearl River Delta such as
Guangzhou, Macao and Foshan
might also encourage these
residents to take trips further afield.

step, the researchers urge, will be
to “gain a holistic understanding of
travel in later life”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Hong Kong’s population is ageing
and many elderly people suffer from
depression.
• Understanding the needs of different
groups of elderly people is an
important first step in improving
their well-being.
• Elderly residents of public and
private housing encounter different
constraints on travel.
• New measures are needed to
encourage travel among the elderly
living in Hong Kong’s public housing.

Hung, Kam, Bai, Xue and Lu,
Jiaying. (2016). “Understanding
Travel Constraints among
the Elderly in Hong Kong:
A Comparative Study of the
Elderly Living in Private and
in Public Housing”. Journal of
Travel & Tourism Marketing ,
33(7), pp. 1051-1070.

Room Attribute Preferences Vital to
Hotel Profit Maximisation
Hotel managers need to
understand the value that
customers place on particular
room features and charge for them
accordingly, argue the SHTM’s
Dr Lorenzo Masiero and his coresearchers in a recently published
study. Having conducted a statedchoice experiment in a Hong Kong
hotel, the researchers reveal that
customers are willing to pay much
more than currently charged for
features such as a harbour view,
but place relatively little value
on other features such as free
cancellation. Hotels would benefit
from segmenting their markets
to reflect these discrepancies,
the researchers suggest, with the
ultimate aim of maximising profits.

Customer Focus
Needed

Improving Quality
of Life

Hoteliers are constantly faced with
the problem of determining how
much more customers might be
willing to pay for certain room
features, such as being on a higher
floor or having a sea view. They
can do so through experience or
trial and error, the researchers
note, but that does not necessarily
match customers’ valuations.

Given the prevalence of depression
and suicide among the elderly
in Hong Kong, the researchers
offer an important first step in
recognising the efficacy of leisure
services provided to this vulnerable
group. As participating in leisure
activities has long been considered
an effective way of improving
life satisfaction, removing travel
constraints from the elderly who
feel them most is an important task
for tourism stakeholders. The next

Most customers consider certain
attributes, such as “larger room
space, free services, a quieter room,
etc.” as desirable, but knowing
just how desirable they are for
individual customers is critical. The
researchers argue that customers
decide how much they are willing
to pay for rooms based on “their
own unique needs and desires” and
only make purchases if they believe
the value of a room “matches or
exceeds” the price charged.

Understanding the real value that
customers place on particular
room features and services will,
according to the researchers, allow
hotel managers to set appropriate
rate fences and thus maximise
revenue and profit. Hence, they
set out to measure the perceived
marginal utilities of various room
attributes in a luxury hotel located
in downtown Hong Kong. By
offering customers the choice of
rooms on different floors, with
different views and with access
to different services, they aimed
to calculate how much customers
valued each attribute and the
contribution of those valuations to
their overall choice of room.

Choice of Seven
Attributes
The 262-room hotel had facilities
such as a harbour view swimming
pool, a spa, a health club, three
restaurants, a ballroom and
conference rooms. Through
discussion with the hotel’s
managers, the researchers drew
up a list of seven room attributes
that customers would be able to
choose in different combinations.
The first attribute was price, with
five levels from HK$1,600 to
HK$3,200 per night. The other
attributes included a choice
between a city and a harbour
view, three choices of floor (10th,
18th or 26th floor) free minibar
with or without wine and beer,
the use of a smartphone with free
calls and data, and refundable or
non-refundable cancellation. The
seventh attribute was access to
the hotel’s club, located on the top
floor and offering free breakfast,

evening cocktails, exclusive checkin/out facilities and business
facilities.
In face-to-face interviews,
customers were asked to pick
between two hypothetical rooms
with various combinations of the
seven attributes. For example,
Room A offered a city view room
on the 10th floor, with access the
hotel club, a free minibar with
alcohol, no smartphone and free
cancellation for $HK1,600. Room
B offered a harbour view room on
the 26th floor, access to the club, a
free minibar with alcohol and free
smartphone, but no cancellation,
for $HK2,400. As well as making
the six choices, the guests provided
information about themselves and
their current stay.

Customer
Characteristics
Of the 808 hotel guests interviewed
over three months, the majority
were on leisure trips and stayed
for two nights. The largest group
of individual guests was from the
UK, followed by Australia and the
United States. For their current stay
in the hotel, more than half of the
guests chose a harbour view and
just less than a third chose a room
with access to the club. The guests
were well satisfied with their stays,
giving the hotel an average rating
of 4.4 out of 5 for overall quality.
The guests paid HK$2,434 per
room on average and spent around
HK$500 per person each day
on hotel facilities, although that
amount varied widely. Almost twothirds of the guests had already
visited Hong Kong at least once,
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more than half of those in public
housing were illiterate. Almost all of
the interviewees were able to live
independently, although a majority
had to take regular medication.
The interviewees had taken an
average of 1.32 trips over the
past year and 3.35 trips over the
past three years. However, those
in private housing were what the
researchers described as “more
active travellers” and had taken an
average of 4.09 trips over the past
three years, compared with 1.65
by those in public housing. The
two groups also differed in terms
of destination, with those living in
public housing taking “more local
trips than their private housing
counterparts” and the latter taking
more trips outside Hong Kong.
There was no difference in the
number of interviewees who said
that the purpose of their trips was
to visit family or friends, but those
in private housing were more likely
to travel for fun, to go shopping
and sightseeing, and to travel for
religious reasons. This group was
also more likely to travel with their
families, to take longer holidays
that were often part of a transport
and hotel package, and tended to
spend more money on their travel.

Constraints and
Solutions
The researchers noted that although
the interviewees experienced few
significant constraints on travel
overall, travel constraints were
much more important in explaining
the travel behaviour of those in
public housing. Among this group,
the main issue preventing travel
was that it was just not a part of
their lifestyle or that of their friends
and family. In contrast, travel
was a “habit and lifestyle” among
the family and friends of those in
private housing.
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The researchers thus propose a
number of important ways in which
tourism industry stakeholders
could promote the travel habit
among the elderly who live in
Hong Kong’s public housing. For
instance, travel exhibitions could
be organised in the community to
promote the benefits of travel and
entice these people to join tours
with their friends and families.
Attendees, could, the researchers
suggest, receive other benefits as
well, such as discounted prices on
travel packages.
Social activities could also be
provided before, during and after
trips to help elderly residents living
in public housing find suitable
travel companions. Although travel
agents do organise local tours, the
researchers note that the “meeting
places are inconvenient for the
elderly with health or mobility
concerns”, so offering a pick-up
service would be helpful. Tour
providers should further consider
comprehensively reviewing their
offerings with input from elderly
people “to determine if the current
tour products satisfy their particular
needs”. Providing low-cost travel
services to neighbouring cities
in the Pearl River Delta such as
Guangzhou, Macao and Foshan
might also encourage these
residents to take trips further afield.

step, the researchers urge, will be
to “gain a holistic understanding of
travel in later life”.
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• Hong Kong’s population is ageing
and many elderly people suffer from
depression.
• Understanding the needs of different
groups of elderly people is an
important first step in improving
their well-being.
• Elderly residents of public and
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the researchers suggest, with the
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the problem of determining how
much more customers might be
willing to pay for certain room
features, such as being on a higher
floor or having a sea view. They
can do so through experience or
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note, but that does not necessarily
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group. As participating in leisure
activities has long been considered
an effective way of improving
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decide how much they are willing
to pay for rooms based on “their
own unique needs and desires” and
only make purchases if they believe
the value of a room “matches or
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Understanding the real value that
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according to the researchers, allow
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reflecting what the researchers
describe as the “strategic
positioning of Hong Kong as a
transport and tourism hub in the
Asia-Pacific region”.

Willingness to Pay
Established
Seeking to understand the guests’
choices among the hypothetical
room alternatives, the researchers
found that the most influential
room attribute was a harbour
view, with guests willing to pay an
additional HK$771 per room per
night compared with a room with a
city view. As this was considerably
higher than the current premium
of $400, the researchers suggest
that the hotel, and by implication
any similar hotel, could maximise
revenue by charging much higher
prices for these rooms. They
calculate that charging an additional
HK$371 on top of the current rate
would increase the hotel’s annual
profit by HK$7.95 million.
Access to the hotel club was the
next most highly valued attribute,
for which customers were willing
to pay an additional HK$437 per
night. This, however, was far less
that the extra $980 for a room
with club access that the hotel was
charging, although that figure is
not directly comparable because
it includes facilities that were not
included in the hypothetical rooms.
Nevertheless, it seems that the
hotel may be have over-estimated
the value of access to its club and
the researchers argue that it could
consider reducing the price tag,
especially when it needs to fill
rooms.
Similarly, the guests did not
seem to value the option of
refundable cancellation as highly
as the hotel itself, which charged
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$960 compared with customers’
average valuation of HK$122. This
difference could explain why less
than a quarter of the customers
interviewed had chosen this option
for their current booking.
The customers also indicated
that they were willing to pay an
additional HK$220 for a room
located 10 floors higher, HK$226
for a mini-bar with alcohol and
HK$160 for the free use of a
smartphone. Although the hotel did
not differentiate prices by floor and
all guests had the same minibar
and smartphone access, these
values should be indicative of what
the hotel and establishments like it
could charge for such attributes.

Market Segment
Differences
The researchers also considered
whether customers’ choices varied
depending on if they were business
or leisure tourists, and on whether
this was their first trip to Hong
Kong.
The business travellers interviewed
were less price sensitive and willing
to pay 25% more on average
than the leisure travellers. Greater
differences were found between
first-time and repeat travellers. In
particular, first-time visitors were
willing to pay 73% more than
repeat travellers for a mini-bar with
alcohol. The researchers observe
that given the relatively low price
of alcohol in Hong Kong, guests
“may discover the low value” of
beer and wine once they become
more familiar with the destination.
To capitalise on the preferences of
first-time customers, they suggest,
hotels could offer special deals on
features that they value highly such
as wine and beer in the minibar
and access to the club.

Maximising Sales
and Revenue
Ultimately, the researchers provide
hotels with practical guidance on
how guests really value the facilities
they are offered. By adjusting
their prices upwards according to
the facilities that are valued more
highly – such as a harbour view
and a room on a higher floor –
and adjusting them downwards for
facilities that are valued less highly
– such as free cancellation – hotels
should be able to offer deals that
better match guests’ expectations.
This would, the researchers
conclude, “effectively stimulate
room sales”.

Developing
Transformative
Leaders
in China
Dr Jihong Ge (middle) with Professor
Kaye Chon (right) and Dr Qu Xiao

POINTS TO NOTE
• Hotels currently set room prices
according to their own valuations of
room attributes.
• Guests would pay more for some
attributes than hotels currently charge.
• Different market segments also place
different values on certain attributes.
• Hotels can use revenue management
practices to maximise revenue and
profit.

Masiero, Lorenzo, Heo, Cindy
Yoonjoung and Pan, Bing.
(2015). “Determining Guests’
Willingness to Pay for Hotel
Room Attributes with a Discrete
Choice Model”. International
Journal of Hospitality
Management , 49, pp. 117-124.

A key feature of the SHTM’s
postgraduate programmes in
mainland China is that they move
well beyond management training.
The Master of Science in Hotel and
Tourism Management (MSc in HTM)
and Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management (D.HTM) delivered in
conjunction with Zhejiang University
in Hangzhou, are cutting edge
programmes designed to develop
leaders who push forward the
hospitality and tourism industry
in the world’s fastest developing
market.
The MSc in HTM, aimed at hotel
and tourism practitioners, balances
knowledge acquisition and practical
experience. It employs an intensive
block teaching approach to facilitate
the part-time studies of busy senior
executives. Mr Ralph Wang, General
Manager of OCT International Hotel
Management, graduated from the
programme in 2016, with what he
described as enriched knowledge
and widened horizons. Just as
importantly, he said, “the SHTM
planted the seed of lifelong learning
in our hearts”.

Mr Mark Wu, who graduated in
2014, is General Manager of the
Xinhe Consultancy Company for
Hotel Management and Investment
and owner’s representative and
Deputy General Manager of the
Ritz Carlton Shenzhen. He reflected
that the programme “helped me
to move beyond management
practice” and systematically acquire
knowledge related to hotels and
tourism. Yet he said his study had
not come to an end: “the SHTM has
taught me to be precise in research,
pragmatic in work and prepared for
challenges”.
The D.HTM, catering to the
learning needs of senior industry
executives, senior staff in tourism
organisations and academics,
emphasises innovation, creativity
and developing research skills
within the unique Asian context.
Also offered in part-time mode, it
excels at developing students who
think and act beyond the ordinary.

path. The programme helped him
to think “more deeply about the
integration of tourism with film and
TV” and he applied his new outlook
in planning and hosting the Leisure
and Vacation Conference of China,
“which was highly acclaimed in the
industry” and by media outlets.
Focused now on driving the
development of cultural tourism
related to film and television,
Dr Ge exemplifies the tenacity
of graduates from our mainland
programmes. The School is already
seeing their innovative efforts play
out across China’s hospitality and
tourism industry. H

D.HTM graduate Dr Jihong
Ge, CEO of the Zhejiang Branch
of Phoenix Satellite Television
Holdings, certainly chose an unusual
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Massive
Potential
Describing the standalone course
as “a very important milestone for
the SHTM”, Dr Markus Schuckert,
SHTM Assistant Professor and
Course Leader, explained that such
massively open online courses
(MOOCs) “offer tailor-made, time
efficient and flexible solutions for
learners to gain knowledge from
a global source”. Delivered over
six weeks from mid-November,
the highly interactive MOOC led
participants through an overview of
the hospitality and tourism industry
in China, and how the country’s
tourism is affecting the rest of the
world.

Pioneering
Online Education
The SHTM takes great pride in pioneering approaches to hospitality and tourism education that support the
industry where it is most needed. Highly aware that time, location and monetary constraints are key factors in
limiting access to industry-specific higher education, the School has teamed up with edX, the non-profit online
learning platform founded by Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, to offer two
highly innovative Web-based offerings. The free stand-alone course “Hospitality and Tourism in China: A Global
Perspective” launched in November, and the first-ever MicroMasters programme in International Hospitality
Management began in January.

18

Given the growing importance of
China to the global economy, and
the vital role that tourism is playing
in that growth, the MOOC attracted
a wide range of participants who
either dealt with guests from
China or were seeking to enter
the Chinese market. More than 16
dedicated SHTM staff members
supported the participants in
exploring the present and future
development of hospitality and
tourism in China, learning about
travel trends within and outside the
country, and gaining an overview of
the market development and travel
behaviour of Chinese tourists.
With the participants able to learn
from anywhere at their own pace
and on any device, the SHTM’s first
MOOC was a resounding success.
Dr Schuckert described it “as a
lighthouse, leading the way into the
future of online education”.

MicroMasters
Programme
Bridging
Education
Gap
Building on the success of the
MOOC and in a fresh approach
to bridging the knowledge gap
between higher education and the
workplace, the School launched its
first MicroMasters programme in
January. Led by Professor Hanqin
Qiu, the International Hospitality
Management programme is a credit
bearing, accelerated Master’s level
offering that can stand alone or
count towards entry to a traditional
SHTM Master’s degree. It has
already attracted in excess of 11,000
learners from over 150 countries.
Professor Anant Agarwal,
edX CEO and professor at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, explained that a
“MicroMasters provides the next
level of innovation in learning
and meets the needs of learners,
universities and employers in today’s
on-demand, tech-driven-world.”
He went on to note that “we are
honoured to work with the SHTM to
launch this MicroMasters, marking
a new and exciting step toward
furthering our shared mission to
expand access to high-quality
education”.

As Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM
Dean and Walter Kwok Foundation
Professor in International Hospitality
Management, put it, “this
innovative educational strategy
enables us to offer everyone from
everywhere flexible, affordable
credentials for career advancement
and an accelerated Master’s degree
in the vital field of international
hospitality management”. In
a highly connected world, he
continued, future hospitality leaders
will certainly need the sort of strong
international perspectives they
will be able to acquire through the
programme to excel in the dynamic
global environment.
Designed to develop participants’
ability to manage high quality
businesses, the MicroMasters
is preparing them to take on
advanced managerial roles through
courses including “International
Hospitality Luxury Management”,
which launched on 18 January,
“ H o s p i t a l i t y a n d To u r i s m
Technology and Innovation”, which
will begin in March, “Managing
Marketing in the Hospitality and
Tourism Industry”, and “Managing
Human Resources in the Hospitality
and Tourism Industry”.
Participants who successfully
complete all four courses and earn
the MicroMasters credential will be
eligible to apply to join the SHTM’s
Master of Science in International
Hospitality Management (MSc in
IHM) programme. H
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In Brief . . .
Dean Honoured with Lifetime
Achievement Award
Professor Kaye Chon was honoured with the Martin Oppermann
Memorial Award for Lifetime Achievement on 13 October at the 35th
Annual International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators Conference
in Hangzhou, China. The award recognised his lifelong achievements and
contributions to tourism education and research.

NSFC Funding Received
Professor Haiyan Song has received funding from the China
National Science Funding Council for a project entitled
“Modeling and Forecasting Tourism Demand in the
Hong Kong SAR Using the Mixed Frequency Approach –
Theoretical Exposition and Empirical Evidence”.

Collaboration with Chengdu Polytechnic
Dean Kaye Chon and Dr Tony Tse met a delegation from the
School of Tourism at Chengdu Polytechnic on 20 December to
sign a Memorandum of Strategic Collaboration covering various
aspects of hospitality education and research. The visiting delegates
included Professor Lai Bin, Dean of the School of Tourism at
Chengdu Polytechnic, Ms Wang Xiaoying, Director of the Aviation
Service and Management Department, and Ms Wu Xue, Director of
the Scenic Area Development and Management Department.

UNTWO Award
The Encyclopedia of Tourism, co-edited by the SHTM’s Dr
Honggen Xiao and Professor Jafar Jafari, was a finalist in the
UNWTO Award for Innovation in Research and Technology
at the UNWTO Awards Ceremony held as part of the Madrid
International Tourism Fair on 18 January. Dr Xiao attended the
UNWTO Awards Forum two days earlier to share his expertise and
experience.

Staff Excellence Recognised
Three SHTM faculty members recently received awards for excellent performance in their respective fields.
Dr Deniz Kucukusta received an SHTM Teaching Excellence Award for her use of a proactive studentcentred approach to teaching that focuses on real-world applicability.
Professor Cathy Hsu, who was the author or co-author of 11 refereed papers published in a variety of
prestigious international journals in 2015-2016, received an SHTM Research Excellence Award.
Dr Eric Chan received an SHTM Service Excellence Award in recognition of his significant contribution to
the enhancement of service excellence at the School.
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Advisory Appointment
Dr Barry Mak was appointed as a member of the Hong
Kong government’s Advisory Committee on Travel Agents on
18 November 2016.
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Student Activities

School Celebrates World Tourism Day
The SHTM celebrated World Tourism Day on 27 September by holding its
own Dress Orange Day. As is the case on the day each year, SHTM staff and
students wore orange, the School’s colour, to
show support and demonstrate unity. In the
three competitions held on the day, Ms Lisa
Yip took out “The Most!” Award, Ms Willow
Yang “The Longest!” Award and Dr Murray
Mackenzie “The Funniest” Award for their
sartorial efforts.

Scholarship Received
Ms Elizabeth Agyeiwaah, a research student in the Doctor of
Philosophy in Hotel and Tourism Management programme,
received a Hong Kong Association of University Women
Scholarship 2016 late last year.

Staff Updates
Ms Sandy Lam joined the School on
25 August 2016 as an Administrative
Assistant. She is mainly responsible
for counter services and providing
administrative support at the Chewoo Lui Hotel and Tourism Resource
Centre.

Ms Elaine Cheng joined the SHTM
on 31 October 2016 as an Executive
Assistant. She provides administrative
support to taught postgraduate
programmes.

Mr Delap Lui joined the School on
5 September 2016 as an Assistant
Technical Officer. He mainly provides
support to the Catering Office.

Ms Manda Chun joined the SHTM
on 1 December 2016 as an Executive
A s s i s t a n t . S h e p ro v i d e s s u p p o r t
on scholarship and postgraduate
programme matters.

Mr Hansjorg Wergin joined the
School on 6 September 2016 as a PartTime Executive Chef and the Kitchen
Manager of Bistro 1979.
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Embracing

the World

SHTM student activities
maintained their usual
distinctly international flavour
in recent months. One group
of undergraduate students
p e r s o n i f i e d t h e S c h o o l ’s
educational excellence at the
Hospitality Innovation Summit in
Amsterdam during October, and
another group has been busy at
home organising the 3rd Global
Tourism & Hospitality Conference.
In the United States, students in
the Master of Science in Global
Hospitality Business (MGH),
the School’s unique tripartite
Master’s programme delivered in
conjunction with Lausanne Hotel
School (EHL) and the Conrad
N. Hilton College of Hotel and
Restaurant Management at the
University of Houston (UH), saw
the culmination of their efforts in
the programme’s first graduation
ceremony.

Global
Exposure
Three students from the
Bachelor of Science (Honours) in
Hotel Management programme
received the ultimate in global
exposure on 10-13 October when
they represented the SHTM in the
Student Challenge at the third

annual Hospitality Innovation
Summit in the Netherlands. Third
year students Miss Mia Fu, Mr Kelvin
Kwok and Miss Zita Lu competed
against representatives from ten
other international hospitality
schools, ultimately taking out the
championship.

what the team experienced and
learned would be invaluable to their
future careers.
The School offers its sincere
congratulations to these young
industry leaders of tomorrow.

SHTM students receiving the championship
trophy at the Student Challenge

Required to conduct an in-depth
analysis of a real-life hotel case
and present their findings to a
panel of internationally renowned
hospitality CEOs and Presidents,
the SHTM team was tasked with
devising the core concept for a
new three-star hotel in the Schiphol
Central Business District, part of the
Amsterdam international airport.
The team, Miss Lu said,
“proposed to create a space for
‘doing nothing’”, with the aim
of promoting the sort of deep
relaxation and self-reflection that
allows ideas to incubate. Their
efforts impressed the judges and
drew sincere congratulations from
the other teams. Still, Miss Lu
reflected that the process was more
important than the result because

Building on
Success
Back in Hong Kong, another
group of students is stepping up its
efforts in organising the 3rd Global
Tourism & Hospitality Conference,
which will be held on 5-7 June at
Hotel ICON, the SHTM’s teaching
and research hotel. This year’s event
– entirely organised and managed
by students in the final year of the
Bachelor of Science (Honours) in
Convention and Event Management
programme – will take the theme
“Innovation · Research · Education”.
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SHTM News

Student Activities

School Celebrates World Tourism Day
The SHTM celebrated World Tourism Day on 27 September by holding its
own Dress Orange Day. As is the case on the day each year, SHTM staff and
students wore orange, the School’s colour, to
show support and demonstrate unity. In the
three competitions held on the day, Ms Lisa
Yip took out “The Most!” Award, Ms Willow
Yang “The Longest!” Award and Dr Murray
Mackenzie “The Funniest” Award for their
sartorial efforts.

Scholarship Received
Ms Elizabeth Agyeiwaah, a research student in the Doctor of
Philosophy in Hotel and Tourism Management programme,
received a Hong Kong Association of University Women
Scholarship 2016 late last year.

Staff Updates
Ms Sandy Lam joined the School on
25 August 2016 as an Administrative
Assistant. She is mainly responsible
for counter services and providing
administrative support at the Chewoo Lui Hotel and Tourism Resource
Centre.

Ms Elaine Cheng joined the SHTM
on 31 October 2016 as an Executive
Assistant. She provides administrative
support to taught postgraduate
programmes.

Mr Delap Lui joined the School on
5 September 2016 as an Assistant
Technical Officer. He mainly provides
support to the Catering Office.

Ms Manda Chun joined the SHTM
on 1 December 2016 as an Executive
A s s i s t a n t . S h e p ro v i d e s s u p p o r t
on scholarship and postgraduate
programme matters.

Mr Hansjorg Wergin joined the
School on 6 September 2016 as a PartTime Executive Chef and the Kitchen
Manager of Bistro 1979.
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Embracing

the World
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Student Activities

Seeking to bring academics,
researchers, thought leaders,
industry practitioners and students
together to hold discussion and
exchange insights into the world’s
tourism and hospitality industry, the
conference organising committee of
48 students is well advanced in its
preparations. Miss KK Lam, leader
of the Publicity Team, commented
that social media marketing efforts

F&B Activities

Three
Continents,
One
Graduation

Student Organising Committee of the 3rd Global Tourism
& Hospitality Conference and their teachers

were in place and her focus was
now on how to effectively promote
the conference to its target market.
T h e re h a d b e e n n u m e ro u s
challenges so far, she added,
such as ensuring consistency
in the publicity materials and
learning the various strengths of
each team member, but these
had been overcome with greater
attention to detail and enhanced
communication skills. With student
diligence and the support of SHTM
and Hotel ICON staff, this will be a
conference not to be missed! For
more information, please check
the conference website: http://
hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.hk/
www/hongkong2017.

On an even broader stage, 27
students from countries around
the world saw their educational
journeys reach a climax on 16
December when they became
the first cohort of graduates from
the ambitious MGH programme.
Having spent semesters studying
and interacting with local industry
leaders at the EHL in Switzerland,
the SHTM in Hong Kong and UH

Representing the School at the
graduation ceremony on the UH
campus was Dr Catherine Cheung,
the SHTM’s MGH Programme
Leader and Associate Dean.
Commenting from Hong Kong
prior to the ceremony, Professor
Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean and
Walter Kwok Foundation Professor
in International Hospitality
Management, noted that the
graduates would be equipped with
“a very unique degree in hospitality
education”. Highlighting the
benefits of the immense tripartite
alumni network the graduates would
soon benefit from, Dean Chon went
on to tell them that “it is people like
you – talented, committed, welleducated – that we all count on to
make this world a better place for
everyone”.
The School is very proud of its
role in organising and delivering the
MGH programme, and expects to
hear more about the outstanding
first batch of graduates as their
careers progress. H

Food and beverage activities at
the SHTM are developing at a rapid
pace, providing opportunities for
training at all levels – from students
to seasoned industry practitioners.
Recent events have ranged from
themed evenings at Bistro1979,
the School’s training restaurant, to
mindset training and highlighting
the significance of entrepreneurship
to the hospitality sector, among
many others.

General and the Italian Ministry of
Education in attendance. A group
of SHTM students worked with an
Italian culinary team during the
event, mingling with Italian students
and enjoying live fashion and
musical performances. Dr Murray
Mackenzie, SHTM Education
Specialist (Integrated Learning),
highlighted the educational value of
the activity, commenting that it was
“very rewarding for the students”.

David Stewart MBE & HKIWSC
Women in Whisky Panel & PolyU
students” during the event, and
over 50 undergraduates worked
as volunteers over the five days at
sessions including the “International
Wine Judging Certificate Course”,
among others.
Indeed, showing just how attuned
SHTM students have become to
wine and spirits education, the
student-run SHTM Wine Society

Advancing at
All Levels
Student
Focus
Activities focused specifically
on student learning over the last
few months have featured country
t h e m e w e e k s a t B i s t ro 1 9 7 9 ,
with the period from September
to December encompassing
German, Thai, Japanese, Italian
and New Zealand weeks. Students
from a range of F&B subjects
had invaluable opportunities to
soak up other cultures and just
as importantly develop their
teamwork, promotional and project
management skills.

The School’s appointment as a
Hospitality Education Partner for the
Cathay Pacific International Wines
and Spirits Competition on 3-7
October provided a further avenue
for students to develop just the right
mindset for careers in the hospitality
sector. Twenty-five postgraduates
attended the “Roundtable with

was established the previous
month, with the aim of organising
activities to train students for related
competitions around the world. Dr
Mackenzie enthusiastically remarked
that the Society was “a huge
success”, with several workshops
already held.

The Italian week also included
an Italian Theme Happy Hour
event co-organised by the School
and the Consulate General of Italy
in Hong Kong and Macau, with
representatives from the Consulate
First cohort of graduates from the
MSc in Global Hospitality Business programme
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in the US, and time working on
capstone consultancy projects with
leading international hospitality
corporations, the graduates are now
set to lead the global hospitality
sector into the future.

SHTM students helping at the Cathay Pacific International Wines and Spirits Competition
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F&B Activities

Academic Achievement Awards

A Different
Angle

Foodtrendz

Also focused on students but
t a k i n g a d e c i d e d l y d i ff e re n t
angle, a panel session entitled
“Trendz – food trend(z) that disrupt
the mainstream – for the next
generation” drew the founders
of three of the hippest local
restaurants to the School on 12
September. Over 60 students and
staff attended the event and the
following networking session, with
the students having their start-up
thinking stimulated.

The event was just one of the
numerous activities organised
as part of the “Entrepreneurship
and Innovation in Hospitality”
capstone subject for fourth year
u n d e rg r a d u a t e s t u d e n t s . M r
Jonathan Sutton, Course CoLeader along with Dr Watson
Baldwin, explained that the subject
is catering to Hong Kong’s need
for a new breed of entrepreneurs
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who have acquired “some more
bespoke skills”. Food and beverage
ideas put forward by the students
recently included a service for
providing home-cooked meals to
office workers and a coffee shop
concept for the ninth floor of Hotel
ICON, the School’s teaching and
research hotel.

Industry
Advancement
As usual, the School also focused
its considerable attention on
practitioners, hosting a series of
events promoting industry and
professional advancement in recent

SHTM students during the panel session

times. The Latte Art Championship
took place on the SHTM’s premises
in September, drawing contestants
from Japan, Singapore, Thailand
and mainland China. As an official
training centre for the UK Wine &
Spirit Education Trust, the School
also offered an intensive course on
Level 2 Awards in Wines and Spirits
that culminated in September. The
20 participants included food and

beverage professionals, incoming
Master of Science in International
Wine Management students and
staff from Hotel ICON.
Another important industryfocused effort recently was a
series of Hotel ICON pastry
accommodation packages, led by
star Executive Pastry Chef Danny
Ho, who received the prestigious
PATA Face of the Future Award from
the Pacific Asia Travel Association
in 2016. The innovative events each
included a pastry class coupled with
a Hotel ICON room and outlets
experience package, attracting
over 50 Southeast Asian chefs who
received certification on completion.

Nurturing a
New Breed
With one face of the future in
residence at Hotel ICON, the
School is determined to develop
more. In July it continued its
participation in the PolyU Summer
Programme for Secondary School
Students, attracting 80 students
to two modules – “Healthy Eating
for Generation Y” and “Creative
Mixology”. The School also offered
two food and beverage courses
in PolyU’s International Summer
School 2016, entitled “The History
and Culture of the Wine Industry”
and “The Evolution of World
Cuisine”. In everything it does, the
SHTM encourages talents, supports
the industry and ensures that its
food and beverage students are
ready to make their marks in the
years ahead. H

Top Students Rewarded

The efforts of SHTM students with outstanding grade point averages in Semesters 2-3 of 2015/16 were
recognised at an Academic Achievement Award ceremony on 9 November. Held on the School’s premises, the
event attracted staff, students and their families.
The School extends well-deserved congratulations to the following students. H
HIGHER DIPLOMA
IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

CHUANG Lai Ting
KAN Ka Man
LEUNG Tsz Yu
BROAD DISCIPLINE
OF HOTEL
AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

KONG Hoi Ting 		
Sabrina
MAK Ngar Wing
PANG Mei Ting
PARK Jae Yoon
TSENG Yu Hui
WANTONO 		
Amanda Putri
BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE (HONOURS)
IN CONVENTION
AND EVENT
MANAGEMENT

CHIU Ho Ching
CHIU Shing Hin
KONG Yan Ting
KUK Sui Cheung
MA Kam Shan
MAK Cho Yan
MOK Yuet Ling

TANG Chin Ho
TANG Tik Man
WAN Tse Yung 		
Crystal
WONG Ching Man
WONG Man Ting
WONG Yeen Hang
Natasha
BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE (HONOURS)
IN TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Chiu Yee
CHAN Ka Man
CHAN Sze Nga
CHAN Yuen Yiu
CHENG Ho Lee
CHENG Mei Na 		
Anna
CHEUNG Hei Lam
CHOY Ming Shan
CHUN Suen Ting
HO Ka Man
HO Tsz Kei
HO Wing Yee
HO Yi Man
KAN Shun Yan 		
Andrea
KWOK Sin Ting
LAI Hok Yi
LAI Man Yi

LAI Pui Ki
LAI Tsz Ying
LAM Hei Nam 		
Colman
LAU Hiu Wai
LAU Mung Yu
LAU Wing Yin
LEE Shuk Yin
LEUNG Hoi Ting
LEUNG Sze Long 		
Sharon
LEUNG Tsz Yan
LEUNG Wai Sum
LI Chun Hei
LING Ho Yi
LUI Man Sum
MA Tung Tung
PANG Wai Yee
POON Ka Yin
SO Kei Yan Vivien
SUEN Yin Yu Helen
TANG Nga Yau
TO Sze Wing Inez
TSEH Shuk Kwan 		
Yoyo
WAN Wai Mei
WANG Sze Wai
WONG Shuk Han
WONG Tak Man
WONG Wai Vinci
WONG Yee Ting
WONG Yik Man

WONG Yun Choi
XIE Rouyu
YIP Miu Ping
YU Hon Ian
YU Sin Mei
YUEN Wing See
BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE (HONOURS)
IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

AU Jeannie
AU-YEUNG Sing Lee
Michelle
AU-YEUNG Wing Yu
CHAN Hoi Yin
CHAN Hoi Ying
CHAN Lok Sze 		
Miranda
CHAN Man Yui
CHAN Si Mun
CHAN Yuen Ting
CHAN Yuk Hang
CHENG Wai Yi
CHEUNG Ka Ming
CHEUNG Pheony
CHI Lok Sang
CHING Tiffany Ka 		
Mei
CHO Ngan Ling
CHOI Tsz Sum
CHONG Yu Wing

FANG Siu Ying
FONG Ka Yan
FUNG Wing In
HO Ka Man
HO Sin Ying
HUI Hoi Ling
JIANG Jiang
KWAN Hei Wing
KWOK Ming Hin
KWOK Wing Yu
LAM Long In
LAM Sze Nga
LAM Tsz Ching
LAU Man Yee
LAW Wang Leong
LEE Hin Ting
LEE Sze Lok 		
Charlotte
LEE Wai Hung
LEE Yan Wah
LEUNG Chung Man
LEUNG Tsz Wing
LI Claudia Lok Yee
LIM Yoojin
LO Tsz Ying
LU Ziyin
LUK Tsz Ching
LUNG Ching Nok
MAN Hoi Ting
MAN Mei Po
MENG Yutong
NG Mung Sze

PANG Kwok Hei
PANG Tsz Sum
QIU Yao
TAI Chun Fai
TAM Chun Ho
TAM Long Ying
TANG Lap On
TO Po Yi
TSANG Ka Yan
TSANG Sau Fong
TSOI Ying Kuen
WONG Chun Yin
WONG Ka Wai
WONG Man Ting
WONG Pui Man
WONG Tsz Yan
WONG Wing Yan
WONG Yin Shan
WONG Yuen Tung
YAM Wing Tao
YIP Hoi Ka Sharon
YU Tsz Tung Gloria
YUEN Hiu Lam
YUEN Ka Yan
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SHTMAA News

Networks are critical in the
hospitality and tourism industry,
and the SHTM’s Alumni Association
does its utmost to ensure that
t h e S c h o o l ’s g r a d u a t e s s t a y
connected and develop their
many relationships. Members are
very much aware of this and make
the most of the opportunities the
Association offers.
Reflecting on a highly successful
tour to Chaozhu that the Association

Alumni Association News

Dragon Boat
Fun!
by Laszlo and Michele Raphael six
years ago, the brewery provided
participants with a glimpse of the

Making
Connections
organised in mid-July last year,
Charles Chu recently said that it was
“a fantastic opportunity” to meet
up with industry professionals who
had graduated from the School
since the 1980s. It was a “wonderful
trip”, he remarked, and highly
recommended to all new graduates
for social networking.

Craft Beer
Tasting
Workshop and
Brewery Tour
The social aspect of the
Association was on show again late
in July when it organised a craft beer
tasting workshop and brewery tour
for 20 members at the Moonzen
Brewery in Hong Kong. Founded
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Association members and their
families learned more about another
local tradition on 26 November,
when they met at the Hong Kong
China Dragon Boat Association
training centre in Shatin for a threehour workshop on Dragon Boat
paddling. The participants were
introduced to the history and
legend of dragon boating, and
thoroughly enjoyed themselves
paddling on the Shing Mun River.

Ms Kirsten Leung BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2011 is Events
Sales Manager at the Island ShangriLa, Hong Kong.

2000s
Ms Sunny Yoo Jeung-sun MSc in
Hotel and Tourism Management
2003 is an Assistant Professor at
Hoseo University, South Korea.
Mr Jeremy Xu MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2004 is
Chief Executive Officer, Mainland
China Business of the MTR
Corporation Limited.

beer-making process, rounded out
with a fun-filled tasting workshop
and the gift of a free Moonzen beer
glass each.

Visit to Tso
Hin Kee
Tso Hin Kee, the famous Hong
Kong condiment manufacturer
with its well know penguin logo,
was the destination on 15 October
when members had the opportunity
to soak up the long tradition of a
local icon together. They met the
company’s owner, and the visit
ended with a delicious lunch at
the Tao Heung Museum of Food
Culture.

Alum-notes
Ms Chloe Mok BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2012 is Social Media
Executive at the Kowloon ShangriLa, Hong Kong.
Dr Vera Lin Ph.D. in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2013 is
Associate Professor at the School of
Management at Zhejiang University.

Mr Dave Chan MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2007 is an
Instructor at the SHTM.

Ms Gloria Chan BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2009, Master
of Philosophy 2013 is Manager,
Hotel Development Planning and
Feasibility Asia Pacific at Marriott
International.

Ms Ingrid Yin MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2007 is
Assistant President of the Jinling
Hotels and Resorts Corporation.

Mr Tom Tang MSc in International
Hospitality Management 2013
is Guest Service and Operations
Manager of Lodgewood by L’hotel.
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membership application form can
be downloaded here. H
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Arabia.
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Ms Flora Lee BSc(Hons) in Hotel
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Training Manager, Food and
Beverage at the Mandarin Oriental
Hong Kong.

Ms Kalista Li BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2014 is a Flight
Attendant with Cathay Pacific.
Dr Elle Li Tingting Ph.D. in Hotel
and Tourism Management 2015
is a Lecturer in the Department of
Marketing, Branding and Tourism
at the Business School, Middlesex
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Ms Calista Kim BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2015 is
an International Operations
Management Trainee at Swire
Hotels.

Dr Bona Kim Ph.D. in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2015
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Department of Business and
Tourism at Mount Saint Vincent
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Dr Christina Lam MSc in Hotel
and Tourism Management 2004,
Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management 2016 is an Assistant
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of Technology.
Miss Yuki Chan BSc(Hons) in Hotel
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Relationship Management Trainee
with the DFS Group.
Mr Benjamin Kot BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2016 is a
Management Trainee at ESDlifeHutchison E-Commerce.
Miss Winnie Lau BSc(Hons) in
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Travel Advisor Trainee at Charlotte
Travel.
Miss Krusty Li BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2016 is a Customer
and Marketing Management
Trainee at The Hong Kong Jockey
Club.
Mr Stephen Tai BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2016 is a
Management Trainee, Human
Resources Development at the
Rosewood Hotel Group.
Mr Matthew Tang BSc(Hons)
in Convention and Event
Management 2016 is the Learning
and Development Coordinator at
Hotel ICON.
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Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Exceptional Professors for a Day
The SHTM extends sincere gratitude to the following outstanding professionals who
recently served as professors for a day.

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Christophe BICHOT
Mr Michael BURKE
Ms Crystal CHAN
Mr Fai CHAN
Ms Grace CHAN

Director Export Far East, Maison Albert Bichot
Assistant Director – Commercial, Hong Kong Airlines
Human Resources Manager, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui
Regional Sales Manager – Greater China, Travelport
Assistant Guest Relations and Club Floor Manager, Hotel ICON

Ms Judy CHAN
Mr Kenneth CHAN

President, Grace Vineyard
Assistant General Manager – Strategic Planning, New World Development
Company Limited
Community Relations Officer, ICAC
Assistant Professor, William F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
Lecturer, School of Hotel and Tourism Management, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong
General Manager – Food & Beverage, AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited

Crafting Great Wines with Maison Albert Bichot
Airline Route Planning and Marketing
Implementation of CSR in Hotels
Hotel Distribution Systems – Channel Management
Building Customer Relationships – Enhancing Customer Satisfaction and
Customer Loyalty
Developing a Chinese Wine Brand
Conducting Successful Consultancy Projects

Ms Rika CHAN
Dr Chih-chien CHEN
Dr Miju CHOI
Mr Kenneth CHUI
Dr Jennifer CRONIN
Mr Ryan DEOVLET
Ms Celeste DOUGLAS
Mr Alpha DU
Ms Tanya DU
Mr Pipatpong FAKFARE
Ms Katharina FLADUNG
Dr Lawrence FONG
Ms Melanie FOO
Ms Harriet FUNG
Mr Guy GROSSI
Mr William HASTINGS
Mr Richard HATTER
Mr Braydon HOLLAND
Mr Xiaohe HUANG
Mr Xin HUANG
Mr Mason HUNG
Professor Carson L. JENKINS
Ms Qiong JIA
Ms Annie JIANG
Mr Siim KARU
Mr Byron KO
Mr Perry KWOK
Mr Ronny LAU
Mr Ace LEE
Mr Houghton LEE
Ms Shanna LEE
Ms Monica LEE-MULLER
Mr Donald LEUNG
Ms Mina LI
Mr Colin LIN
Mr Francis LING
Chef Anita LO
Mr Peter LOWE
Professor Lawal MARAFA
Mr Jean-Christophe MAU
Mr Tom MEHRMANN
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President, Marco Polo Hotels
Winemaker and owner, Deovlet Wines
Managing Director, Skyrocket International
Senior HR Recruitment Manager – Greater China, AccorHotels Group
Director of Human Resources, Midtown Shangri-La Hotel, Hangzhou
Lecturer, Bangkok University
German Wine Princess of 2015-2016, Wines of Germany (German Wine Institute)
Assistant Professor, Faculty of Business Administration, University of Macau
Vice President, Sales and Marketing – Asia Pacific, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
Community Relations Officer, ICAC
Founder, Grossi Restaurant Group
Analyst – F&B, Retail and Labor Analytics, Caesars Entertainment
General Manager, Hotel ICON and Adjunct Associate Professor, SHTM
Vice President – Sales, Star Cruises
General Manager, ZTE Hotel Management Company Limited
CEO, Wintour Information Technology Company Limited
General Manager – Event and Product Development, Hong Kong Tourism Board
Visiting Scholar, School of Professional Education and Executive Development,
PolyU
President – Asia Pacific, Christie & Company
Spa Director, Banyan Tree Macau
Director of Revenue Management – Asia, Pentahotels
Director, Hopewell Hospitality Management Limited
Assistant HoReCa Manager, Twinings Tea
Independent Wine Critic and Chairman, Hong Kong Wine & Spirits Writers
Association
Senior Sommelier, Hotel ICON
Chairman, Hong Kong Society of Wine Educators
Corporate Relations, Communications and Marketing Manager, Hotel ICON
Managing Director, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (Management)
Limited
Lecturer, The Open University of Hong Kong
Project Director, Horwath HTL
Senior Vice President, Hotel Development – China, Marriott International, Inc.
Group Vice President – Finance, Rosewood Hotel Group
Owner and Executive Chef, Annisa
Vice President – Operations, Hong Kong Disneyland
Associate Professor, Department of Geography and Resource Management, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Owner, Chateau Brown
Owner and Founder, Themed Advisors, Limited

Unethical Behaviors in the Hospitality/Tourism Sectors
Revenue Management and Hotel Customers’ Advanced Booking Decisions
Application of Construal-Level Theory to Promotional Strategies in the
Tourism Industry
Introduction to AsiaWorld-Expo, Event Management and My Career
Development
The Application of Transformational Leadership to the New Marco Polo Hotels
American Wine Workshop with Deovlet Wines
Trends in Staff Training and Development
Hospitality Recruitment – Current Challenges
Current Hospitality HRM Issues and Strategies
Leisure Activities and Tourism in Thailand
Wines of Germany Riesling Weeks
Casino Design
The Role of a Hotel Director of Sales and Marketing
Unethical Behaviors in the Hospitality/Tourism Sectors
Restaurant Entrepreneurship
Gastronomic Evolution in Las Vegas
Leadership Hotel ICON Style – Unlike Any Other?
Launching a New Cruise Brand in the Asian Market – Dream Cruises
Job Positioning in Hospitality Industry
Hotel Marketing Strategies
Wine Tourism and Wine Related Events in Hong Kong
The Nature and Delivery of Consultancy
International Hotel Acquisition
Hotel Spa is More
Revenue Management at Pentahotels
Design and Management of a Hotel Executive Floor
English Tea History and Trend
#NZWine Modern Classics: The Secret of New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Ms Debra MEIBURG
Mr Christian MONGENDRE; Mr Alexandre
Martinez FARGAS; Mr Kenneth CHAN
Ms Wendy NARBY
Ms Carmen NG
Ms Ivy NG
Ms Karine NG
Mr William NG
Mr Jorge NUNES
Ms Lay Peng OOI
Dr Michał B. PARADOWSKI
Professor Qing PENG
Ms Esther POON; Ms Rika CHAN
Ms Carol REN
Mr Michael SCHIESS
Ms Tersina SHIEH
Mr Louis SHIH
Mr Patrick SIN

Director, Meiburg Wine Media Limited
Founder, HOME – Eat to live; Head Chef, Fofo by el Willy; Head of Operations,
Yardbird
Lecturer, Bordeaux Wine School
Director of Sustainability, Langham Hospitality Group
Publisher, The Drinks Business Hong Kong
Manager – Cruise Department, Wincastle Travel (HK) Limited
Chief Operating Officer, Star Cruises
Winemaker and Asia Pacific Market Manager, Symington Family Estates
Group Vice President of Human Resources Development, Rosewood Hotel Group
Assistant Professor, Institute of Applied Linguistics, University of Warsaw
Professor, School of Tourism Management, Sun Yat-sen University
Community Relations Officers, ICAC
General Manager, Hyatt Regency Chongming
Managing Director, Swissasia Trading Limited
Wine Marketing Consultant and Winemaker, ViniScript
Executive Director, Old Stone Hotels Company Limited
Director of Sales, Marketing and Revenue Management, Hotel ICON

Wine World Celebrity – Debra Meiburg MW’s Talk on Georgian Wines
Unearthing Trend(z) that Disrupt the Mainstream

Mr Sunny SUN

New Brand Development Advisor, Wyndham Hotel Group

Ms Charlotte SUNG
Mr Thompson TANG
Mr Daniel TANNENBAUM
Ms Laura THOMPSON
Ms Veronica TO; Mr Terry KWAN
Ms Lisa TSANG
Mr Kenny TSO
Mr Daniel VOELLM
Ms Huiyang WANG
Dr Liang WANG

Head of Operations, Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF
Owner and CEO, Niceland Wedding Group
General Manager, Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen
GDS Channel Consultant, Sabre Hospitality Solutions
Director of Marketing and Business Planning; Director of Human Resources and
Administration, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (Management)
Limited
Head, Venue Operations – Performing Arts, West Kowloon Cultural District Authority
Owner, Smart Organic Farm and Wine Educator, AWSEC
Managing Partner – Hong Kong, HVS
CEO, Huamei Consulting Group
Lecturer, School of Management, Zhejiang University

Mr Albert WEI
Mr Sandor WEYERS
Mr David WONG
Ms Abby WU; Mr Max CHEUNG
Dr Jeanette WU

Vice President, Shenzhen Airline Hotels
Founder and CEO, ElementZ Travel
Vice President of Human Resources, Dorsett Hospitality International
Human Resources Manager; Banquet Services Manager, Conrad Hotel Hong Kong
General Manager of Hotel Division Core, Pacific City Development Company Limited

Dr Maoying WU
Mr Wei XIANG
Mr Raymond YAP
Mr Kenneth YAU
Dr Tianyu YING

Lecturer, School of Management, Zhejiang University
Senior Partner, JCTD Law Firm
Director of International Premium and Mass Market Development, Galaxy
Entertainment Group
Sales Manager, Royal Caribbean Cruises, Limited
Researcher, Department of Tourism Management, Zhejiang University

Ms Alice YIP
Mr Paul YIP
Mr Tianpei ZHAN

Group Director – Human Resources Development, Marco Polo Hotels
Executive Housekeeper, Le Meridien Cyberport
Owner, ChaoXiang Tea Company

Master Class on Bordeaux Wines
How Sustainability Works in the Langham Hospitality Group
Discovering Bourgogne Wines
Cruise Sales and Marketing in the Asian Context
Destination Management as a Cruise Operator
The ABCs of Port Wine
Hotel Pre-Opening HR
The Art of Menu Writing and Translation
Alternative Accommodations in China
Ethics in the Hospitality and Tourism Industry
Women Leadership in Hotel Industry
Floating Resort – Cruise Ship Management
From Grape Picking to Wine Making
Consultancy Project and Case Sharing
Independent Hotels’ Dependency on Online Intermediaries
Hotel ICON Room Pricing
Develop and Maintain Service Quality in China
Expatriate Management in Hospitality Industry
UNICEF Hong Kong and Change for Good
Creative Ideas and HR Challenges for the Tourism and Hospitality Industry
Current Trend of China Marketing
Introduction to GDS
Current MICE Industry in Hong Kong and its Future Trend
Planning for the West Kowloon Cultural District
Wines of the Rhône
Hotel Development
International Hotel Acquisition
eTrust towards Hotel Websites: Its Conceptualisation, Antecedent and
Consequent Variables
Hospitality HR Strategy and Issues
The Economic Impact of Safaris (World Rhino Day)
Selection – Recruitment Procedures and Interviewing Techniques
Special Event Operations
Unravelling Public Support for Casino Gaming: The Case of a Casino
Referendum in Penghu
Memorable Family Tourism Experience: Chinese Children’s Perspectives
International Hotel Acquisition
Leadership in the Galaxy Entertainment Group
The Cruise Experience
Social Network Analysis and its Applications in Tourism Research and
Management
Being an Effective Consultant
Inventory and Control in Hotel Housekeeping
ChaoZhou Tea Tasting

The Art of Champagne Tasting
Ningxia Wine Production and Its Challenges
Brand Building Strategy – Hotel ICON
Leading at the HKCEC: Philosophies and Practices
Overview of the Airline Industry
How to be an Efficient Consultant
Challenges and Transformation of China’s Hotel Industry
Contemporary Role – A Director of Finance
Food Demonstration by White House Guest Chef Anita Lo
Being a Leader at Disneyland Hong Kong: Making it Happen!
Sustainable Management
Vinexpo Highlights: Bordeaux Chateau Brown
Sustainable Leadership – Aspirations to Expectations
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Exceptional Professors for a Day
The SHTM extends sincere gratitude to the following outstanding professionals who
recently served as professors for a day.
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Winemaker and owner, Deovlet Wines
Managing Director, Skyrocket International
Senior HR Recruitment Manager – Greater China, AccorHotels Group
Director of Human Resources, Midtown Shangri-La Hotel, Hangzhou
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Ningxia Wine Production and Its Challenges
Brand Building Strategy – Hotel ICON
Leading at the HKCEC: Philosophies and Practices
Overview of the Airline Industry
How to be an Efficient Consultant
Challenges and Transformation of China’s Hotel Industry
Contemporary Role – A Director of Finance
Food Demonstration by White House Guest Chef Anita Lo
Being a Leader at Disneyland Hong Kong: Making it Happen!
Sustainable Management
Vinexpo Highlights: Bordeaux Chateau Brown
Sustainable Leadership – Aspirations to Expectations
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5 - 7 June 2017 Hotel ICON, Hong Kong

Featured Speakers

Prof David Airey

University of Surrey
2006 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Prof Donald Hawkins

George Washington University
2003 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Prof Anna Mattila

The Pennsylvania State
University

Prof Richard Butler

University of Strathclyde
2016 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Prof Cathy Hsu

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

Prof Bob McKercher
The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

HONG KONG 2017 serves as a platform for academics, researchers,
industry leaders, and students to exchange dialogue, research findings,
and insights related to innovations and trends of the global tourism and
hospitality industry.

Dr Catherine Cheung
The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

Prof Jafar Jafari

Prof Kaye Chon

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University
2011 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Prof Brian King

Undergraduate Student Best
Research Paper Awards

University of Vanlencia
2014 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Prof Sheryl Kline

Mr Nazeer Aziz Ladhani

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

University of Delaware

Prof Hanqin Qiu

Prof Chris Roberts

Prof Pauline Sheldon

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

DePaul University

13 March 2017

Full Papers

President
Macro Polo Hotels

University of Wisconsin-Stout
2005 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

Submission Deadline
Abstracts

Dr Jennifer Cronin Prof Eduardo Fayos-Solà Prof Fabien Fresnel

24 April 2017

Aga Khan University

Prof Haiyan Song

University of Hawaii
2008 UNWTO Ulysses
Prize Laureate

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

Submission
paper.hk2017@polyu.edu.hk
vincent.tung@polyu.edu.hk
(Dr Vincent Tung)

Chief Operating Officer
Sommet Education

Prof Rob Law

The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

Mr Jeremy Tredinnick

Editor
Business Traveller Asia Pacific
(Invited)

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Please contact:
sponsorship.hk2017
@polyu.edu.hk

Enquiries

Early Bird
(before 14 April 2017)

Regular

Full-time Students

USD 300

USD 420

info.hk2017@polyu.edu.hk

General Delegates

USD 420

USD 520

http://hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.hk/www/
hongkong2017

Registration Fee
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